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DEAR READER 

This issue marks the end of the fifth year of DSQ under the 
stewardship of Irv Zola and Joanne Seiden. We are pleased with our 
shepherding of this project; and from the letters we receive, so are 
jou. So please keep the material, suggestions, and criticisms coming. 
And please note that in this issue we are asking you to decide whether 
or not you wish to continue your subscPiptlon to DSQ by completing the 
attached form and sending it and yogr check to us. 

In the future we will be experimeritlng with format changes'to make 
DSQ more readable (costs permitting, of course) and will continue the 
"special theme" focus. This current quarterly emphasizes •psychologlcal 
issues". Winter 1987 (deadline Dec. 1) will be a generic one. Spring 
1987 (deadline March 1) will see material relating to "Baby Doe·, "gene-
tic screening", and other neonatal issues. And In progress are foci on 
Self Help and Independent Living and one with a more comparative inter-
national focus. 

Thanks for your support in the past and, we hope, in the future. 

The Ed I tors 

POCUS 
Issues in the Psychosocial Rehabilitation 

of Persons with Chronic Mental Disabilities 

by George H. Wolkon (Los Angeles County Dept. of Mental Health&: the 
University of Southern California, Dept. of Psychiatry and the Be-

'·, havioral Sciences> 
1 

, The basic issue in the field of psychos~cial rehabilitation for 
persons with chronic mental disabilities is acceptance: acceptance of 
1) persons with chronic mental disabilities, and 2) the relatively new 
intervention methodology by the establishment--a) by professionals: 
academic faculties, our colleagues in the various mental health disci-
plines and other human services, b) by traditional funding sources, and 
c) by the community at large. 

Psychosocial rehabilitation is defineg by Stockdill (1985) as a 
spectrum of programs for.persons with long-term, severe psychiatric 
disabilities, the goal of which is to improve the quality of their life 
by assisting them to assume responsibility over their lives and to 
function as actively and independently in society as possible. This 
contrasts with traditional medlcal/psychlatrlc treatment in that the 
former 1) emphasizes the "personhood" rather than the "patienthood" of 
the individual; 2> maximizes the individual's responsibility, control 
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and feelings of self-worth rather than the dependency associated with 
the sick role; 3) encour~ges ownership of the rehab process rather than 
being controlled by it; and 4) improves the quality of the lndividual,s 
life within the context of a supportive normalizing environment rather 
than being symtom-orlented. It ls these contrasts that have led to the 
lack of acceptance by our professional colleagues. 

The contrasts have also led to unnecessary and destructive hostili-
ty among th~ ·advoca~es of t~e different approaches. It. is essential 
that the different appro~6hes rem~ln, albeit improved, and professionals 
and clients able to select t_he most efficacious single or combined 
approach for each individual. Wolkon and Peterson (1986) offer two -
explanations for thi~ conflict. First, there is the perceived discrepan-
cy between the professional,s ideal role and the role perceived necess~-
ry for effective work. An integral part of the professional,s ideal role 
ls to use theoretical frameworks with complex technical interventions, 
not the apparently ·mundane activities and commonsense approach involved 
in assisting persons to wind their ~ay through the serpentine maze of 
bureaucracy required by the welfare department, etc. Second, there is 
the discrepancy between the professlonaPs ideal· patient and the chronic 
pati~nt. The ideal patient is blessed with the YAVIS syndrome--young, 
attractive, verbal, intelligent and··succe·ssful (Schofield, 1964); moti-
vated -for treatment; able to pay; with.an acute problem readily amenable 
to t·reatment; a·nd with the potential for dramatic recovery. S/he is not 
a person with a chronic disability, where. stabilization,. improv~ment in 
the quality of life, and perhaps slight improvement are the goals. 

There are several ways to change the relevant attitudes and beha-. 
viors ·of the professionals: 1) propose useful and heuristic conceptual 
framework.with-supporting compelling evidence, 2) support the efficacy 
of the interventions, and 3) offer money. Offer money to faculty to 
learn to work with persons with chronic mental disabilities, to learn 
about psychosocial rehabilitation, to create in vivo training opportuni-
ties for faculty and students, .to change the core curricula and to 
financially aid to students. 

Traditionally the care of persons with psychiatric problems has 
been financially covered by private and public medical insurance. Psy-
chosocial programs (and traditional funding sources), however, do not 
consider themsel~es medical programs. Yet with ce~tain change~, many 
psychosocial programs ·could become eligible for-~edical lnsurance (Tana-
ka, 1983). Instead, major funding comes from United Way, private dona~ 
tions, categorical state ~nd local funds, some federal funds and .some 
governmental vocational rehab ·agencies. ·. Action towa·rd achieving a sta-
ble, continuous revenue stream must be strengthened. First, the major 
provider organization, The International Association of Psychosocial 
Rehabilitation Services (IAPSRS), must become stronger and coordinate 
with related organiza~ions to advocate for federal legislation and 
policies which benefit these individuals. Similar efforts must be 
initiated and strengthened on the state level as well. In California, 
for example, proposed legislation not only mandates the offering of 
private insurance coverage for mental disturbances but ~lso extends such 
coverage beyond the traditional· inpatient and outpatient care to the 
full range of services, including psychosocial services. · 

In order for the advocacy to be effective. however, more than 
mental health professionals have to be involved. In this case, the 
Alliance for the Mentally Ill (a national organization of families of 
mentally ill people) and some con~umer groups play an extremely active 
role both in advocacy with the m_ental health professionals as well as 
~1th the legislatures. The priority advocacy issues are whether the 
constituencies can multiply, represent their varied interests, disagree 
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where they must cut agree where they cang and present a united front to 
the public. 

Creating community acceptance is essential if psychosocial programs 
are to be effectively implemented and if persons with chronic mental 

81disabilities are to regain their personhood." Acceptance ranges from 
supporting (or, at least, not opposing) pertinent federal, state, and 
local legislation and policies; appropriate changes in private in-
surance; relevant land use variances; residential availability; and 
employment opportunities. To accomplish this goal, 1) professionals 
must use language that, while satisfying classificatory needs of prac-
titioners, planriers, and scientists, is not and does not become pejora-
tive and stigmatizing; and 2) the public must be educated concerning the 
realities and p~tentials associated with the rehabilitation of persons 
with chronic mental disabilities. The media must be involved both by 
being educated·and educating the public. 
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COMING EVENTS 

A. "Beyond the Ivory Tower: Building Relationships Between Academic 
Institutions and the Aging Network," 14th Annual Conference, New York 
State Assoc. for Gerontological Educators (SAGE), Q~t~ i~=Z~. 12§§, 
Nevele Country Club, Ellenville, NY. Contact: Ronald Lucchino, Utica 
College, Burrstone Rd., Utica, NY; 315/792-3129. 

B. Women, Health and Technology Conference, Q~t~ ~J. 12§§, Univ. of 
Connecticut, Storrs, CT. Contact: Kathryn Strother Ratcliff, Women, 
Health and Technology Conference, 517 Whitney Ave., Box U~181, Univ. of 
Connecticut, Storrs,· CT 06268. 

C. Symposium on Decision Making in Long-Term·Care, Q~t~ i~=2i~ 12§§, 
Cleveland, OH. Contact: May L. Wykle, Acting Direc., Ctr. for Aging·and 
Health, Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH 44106; 216/368-2692. 

D. Society for the History of Technology 1986 Annual Meeting, Q~t~ iJ= 
i2~ 12~§, Pittsburgh, PA. Contact: W. Bernard Carlson, Prog. ln Science, 
Technology & Society, Michigan Technological Univ., Houghton, MI 49931; 
906/487-2116. 

E. Society for the Social Study of Science, Qgt~ Z~=i§~ 12§§, 
Pittsburgh, PA. Contact: Ruth Schwartz Cowan, Dept. of Hisory, State 
Univ. of New York, Stony Brook, NY 11794. 

F. ·The Ethics Committee Revolution: Coming to Terms with Substance 
and Process," sponsored by the Annenberg Center for Health Sciences and 
The· Hastings Center for the Study of Ethics in Medicine and Biology, 



Q~t.1. 2.2=2.a.. 12!12, Cali forn la.. · Contact: Annenberg Center. for Hea.1 th 
Sciences at Eisenhower, 39000 Bob Hope Drive, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, 
ATT: -Reglstrat.lon Secretary;· 800/621/7322, (California), 800/321-3690 
CnatiQnal). 

G. Associat'ion for Publ-ic Data User·s .1-lth .Annual Conference, Qgt.:. 22= 
~1.. 12§§, Ramada Renaissance, Washington, DC. Contact: Susan Anderson, 
APDU, 87 Prospect Ave., Princeton, NJ 08544; 609/452~6025 (9:30 am-2:30 
pm). 

H. The Intern~tional Ctr. for the Disabled (340 East 24th St., New 
York, NY 10010) offers the following free consumer:serles: "Coping: 
Relaxation Techniques", Qgt.:. ~Q.. 12§2.. 2.i.~Q=§,;.QQ gm; "Respite .Services:. 
Alternatives", H2X.:. 1~.. 12§2., §1~Q=!l1QQ ~m. Contact: Donna. Fingerhut
212/670-0100. (The Sept. 24th program was "Living Independently: A Look 
at Innovative Devices.") 

I. "Creating Options and Making Choices, 0 Annual Conference of TASH 
(The Assoc. for Persons with Seveie Handicaps), H2X.:. ~=!!.. 12§~, San 
Francisco, CA~ Fees: $61-$138. Contact: TASH,· 7010. Roosevelt Way NE, 
Seattle, W~ 98115. · · 

J. Conference on °Disabillty Rights Law•, HQ!.:. li=l~... 1~§2, Loyola Law 
School, Los Angeles, =CA. Contact: ·Joseph L~wrence~ Dli., Westerh Law 
Center for the Handicapped, Loyola Law School, 1441 W. Olympic Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA. 90015; 2-13/736-1000. 

I 

K. Gerontologic~l Society of America 39th Annual Scientific Meeting, 
li2X.:. 12:i~.. 12§~, Chicago Marriott Downtown, Chicago, IL. Contact: GSA, -
1411 K Street NW, Suite 300, Washington DC 20005; 202/393-1411. 

RETROSPECTIVE 

A. Two unlikely companions, ethi6s and economics, ~ere the subjects of-
some lively debates last March in New Orleans where some_ 350 physicians, 
lawyers, bioethicists, ~nd social scientists gathered for: a conference 
on the future of health care and the aedlcal profession. Organized 
under the.auspices of the AMA and The Hastings Center~ a leading bio-
ethics 'research institute, it focused on the changing political economy 
of medicine and on how current understandings of ~edical ethics and 
patient,s rights would fare in the face of these changes. 

Speakers included Senator Albert Gore, Jr., sociologist Eliot 
Friedson, Hastings Center Director Daniel Callahan, and Dr. William 
Schwar~z,. co-author of Ib~ f~infY! ft~§g[1~t12ll.:. Collectively, they
painted a sobering picture.of a future health care .system marked by 
increased rationing and cos.t-contalnment ·pressures; by decreased access 
to medical services by poor people, individuals with dhro~lc illness or 
disability, and unTnsured persons; and by uncertain ethical and social 
implications of corporatization and market compe~ition in health care. 
Overall, one was left with the uneasy feeling that, in the headlong rush 
toward institutional transformation and "privatization" that our health 
care system ls now experiencing, the once bright hopes of the Great 
Society for those who are mediqally needy and disadva~taged are being
left behind· to fade into the sunset. · . 

Another highlight was a controversial statement on withholcfing 
life-prolonging medical. treatment issued by the AMA Council on Ethical 
and Judicial Affairs .. This ~tatement, .made public for the first ti~e 
during a panel session devoted to the use of life-supports, asserts that 
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·it is not unethical· to discontinue all means of life-prolonging medi-
cal treatment, including artificial nutrition and hydration, for ter-
minally 111 or irreversibly comatose patients when the burdens of the 
treatment· outweigh the benefits. Comments froM the audJence during the 
panel session indicated sharply polarized views on terminating food and 
fluids. It is now clear that this issue has emerged as the latest 
battleground between the right-to-life and the right-to-die movements in 
our society. <Bruce Jennings, The Hastings Center, NY> 

SOLICITATIONS 

A. Lawrence W. Frledaann, M.D., is considering a second edition of his 
book Ibt f~I~b2l2g1~sl 8~bab1l11s!12ll 21 !b~ !mgY!tt and would like to 
hear from amputees of all types who would be interested in communicating 
thei'r reactions to amputation before, during, and afterwards; experien-
ces with prosthetic fitting, training; social responses of the amputee 
.to others and the responses of others to the amputee, so that these 
reactions might be included for a better understanding of the problems 
and opportunities involved by those who work with amputees. Contact him 
at: Nassau County Medical Center, Dept. of PM&R, 2201 Hemstead Turnpike, 
East Meadow, NY 11554; 516/542-0123. 

B. Contributions to the Tlsh Soaaers Scholar Fund are welcome so that 
her work on older women's issues by Senior Scholars and Research Scho-
lars at the Univ. of Cal(fornia, San Francisco, may continue. As a 
1984-85 Senior Scholar in the Institute for Health & Aging, Sommers 
(1914-1985)--who coined the term •displaced homemaker· and influenced 
policymakers, researchers, and young, middle-aged, and older women 
throughout the country to redress policy inequities that adversely 
affect aging women--inspired faculty commitment to research on older 
women. The Tish Sommers Senior Scholars are distinguished older persons 
who are actively committed to improving the lives of older women. By 
intergenerational exchange, they enrich the University community while 
pursuing projects of special interest, assisted by faculty and student 
resoures. The Tish Sommers Research Scholars are post-doctoral and 
graduate students engaged in studies of issues facing older women. Gifts 
may be made to Regents, University of California, and forwarded to the 
Tish Sommers Scholars Fund, Institute for Health & Aging, N631, UCSF, 
San Francisco, CA 94143. Matching contributions are also suggested in 
memory 
L6wer Level 

of Tish Sommers 
B, Washington DC 

to the Older Women's 
20005. 

League, 
-

1325 G Street, NW, 

C. The Gerontological Society of Aaerlca <see COMING EVENTS, K> an-
nounces the creation of a ·special interest group in mental retardation 
and developmental disabilities.· If you are attending their annual 
meeting, please show up at the Scottsdale Room of the Chicago Marriott 
Downtown, Friday, Nov. 21, 6-8 pm, or write: Matthew P. Janicki, Na-
tional Institute on Aging, National Institutes of Health, Building 31, 
Room 5605, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892. 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

A. Papers are sought for the 1987 American Sociological Association's 
Sociology of Disability Section, organized by Barbara Altman. Contact 
her at: Sociology, Art/Sociology Building, Univ. of Maryland, College 
Park, MD 20742. 
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B. The·_~edical ~ociology Section o~.the American Sociol~g1eal Associa-
tion ~olicits papers for the_ 1987 meetings, mid-Augu~t, 1987~ Chicago. 
Deadline:_ t2tg.:. ~.!... 12§Z .. -Sessions, include: "The Social Etiology of 
Illness" organized by Carols •. Aneshensel (Sch of Publi~ Hlth, Univ.· of 
California, Lo~ Angeles, CA.900a4>; "The Util)zation and Delive~y of 
Health Services• organized by Ri-cha~d C. Tessie~ (Sociology, Univ. of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, HA 0·1003>; ·The Treatment Context· organized by· 
James R. Greenley <Psychiatry, Univ. of Wisc6nsin-Hadis6n, ·clinical · 
Services Ctr., Hadis~n, WI 53192); "Roundtable Discussions" organized by 
R. Jay Turner <Psychiatry, Univ. of British Columbia, 7-2255, Westbtook 
Hall, Vancouver·, B·.c. Canada V_6T 2A1>. · 

C...Papers on disability theory, policy, methods~· ~esearch, and advoca~ 
cy are sought for the s·ociety for the Study of Chronic Illness, Impair--· 
mertt and.Disability <SSCIID> Annual Conference (in cohjunction with the· 

-Western Social Science·As~oc. Heetlng>,_Aprll 22-25~ 1987, El Paso, -
Texas. S~bmit a· 2~page developed abstr~ct (including author(s)~ af-
filiation(~), malling address(es), title of p~per b~fgi~ ~2X~ JQ.., 12§§ 
to Gary l(iger, Sociology, Utah State University, Logan, UT :84322-0730. 
Proposals for poster sessions, roundtable discu~slons will ~lso be -
considered. 

D. fsml!.I s!l9 ~2-mmYnl.tx·J:l~s!..tb seeks papers for·fu~ure. issues on· 
"Cancer Preventio_n and Early Detection• <March· 1987), "Health Planning" 
<Ju9e 1987), and "Financial Issues and Trends in Family and Community 
Health". Contact: Lorraine B. Davis, Senior Editor, Aspen Publications~ 
Inc., 1600 Research Blvd., Rockville,, HD 20850. · 

E. New articles or proposals--especially tho~e comparing· the O~S. with 
other societies o~ ethnic gr~ups--are sought for a revised edltibn of 
~r21lng Q!.g ln Qlff~r~n.t §gg1~!1~2i ~t222=~Y!..tYts!._ f~r2g~g.tlx~2·· Sec-
tion headings include: Health Care and Aging: The Ethnic Factor. in 
Aging; ~ulture, Society & Agin~; -Age Boundaries and Intergenerational 
Links; Aging, Modernization and Societal Transformation; Networks, Com-· 
munity Creation and Institutionalization. Send articles or detailed 
outlihes_ to: Jay Sokolovsky, Sociology, Univ. of Maryland-Baltimore, 
Catorisvi_lle, HD :21228·; 301/455~2084, ext. 2000 or 301/730~7752. -. 

F. "Health Action Papers", a series'of inexpensive and timely occa-
sional papers for practitioners, features effective h~alth care program~ 
and other topics concerning the health of specific populations. Highly 
technical research or theoretical articles are not emphasized; ~ath~r it 
i~ forum for applie~ and evaluation research ~ith clear 1mpiications · 
for program development~ as well as for reports on novel approaches to 
health care. Manuscripts and edited collections will be revi~wed by -a 
standard referee process. Send 3 copies to:.Dr._ Ca~ol A. Bryant, Health 
Action Papers, Health Acti~n-Press, 650 Newtown Pike, Lexington,- KY 
40508; 606/252--2371, ex. 271. -

G. Articles·,· professional notes, practice issues, teaching· notes, and 
book reviews are sought by _the ~2!.lCDsl 2f l\12gl1tg ~,g,g!2l2S1X, a new_ 
annual publ icatiori of the Society for Appl led Sociology. c·ontact: · Joyce 
Hiller Iutcovich, Co-editor~ ~gycn~l gf l\ggl1~~ S~~1glggx, Keystone
University Reseirch Corpor~tion, 652 West 17th St., Erie, PA 16502-1607. 

H. Manuscripts are sought for the new quarterly eb2bl~ Ib~t~gI ~2.Y[!l~l
which features experimental research projects and cllnlcal- and theoretl~ 
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cal papers on anxiety and panic disorders, simple and social phobias and 
agoraphobia; studies of anxiety-related phenomena, including obsessive-
compulsive behavior, hysteria ~nd shyness; articles on recent advances 
in behavioral, cognitive a~d dynamic therapies, biochemistry, neuro-
science and medicine. c·ontact: Ronald M. Doctor, Editor, fb2b.!a Ibt!:iU2I 
~QYtnsl, c/o Phobia Program of Southern California~ 5301 Comercio Lane, 
Woodland Hills, CA 91364. Subscription information: Human Sciences 
Press, 72 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011. 

I. !n!ttna!l2nal C1§a~!l1!I ~!Yglt§ <formerly lnt~tn~tl2nsl Btbsb1!1=
tat12n M~g1g1n~· and no longer linked with the International Rehabilita-
tion Medicine Association> is a quarterly journal that welcomes work on 
all aspects of disablement, particularly with an emphasis on presenta-
tion and interpretation of data derived from research and evaluation 
directed at the experl~nce of people with disabilities; procedures, 
services, and 6ther arrangements designed to limit or mitigate the 
consequences of impairment; and the development of social policies 
concerned to minimize resultant disadvantage. Submissions undergo peer 
review in the appropriate discipline. Contact: Prof. Philip Wood, 
Editor, ARC Epidemiology Research Unit, Medical School-, Univ. of Man-
chester, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PT, Great Britain. Subscriptions 
to the journal may be placed with booksellers or direct with EULAR 
Publishers, PO Box 393, CH-4012 Basel, Switzerland, at a cost of Swiss 
francs 95.00 (drafts for this sum in Swiss currency may he obtained on 
application to most banks). · · 

OPPORTUNITIES: AWARDS, FUNDING, PROGRAMS 

A. The International Association of Gerontology (IAG> announces the 
Third Sandoz Prize for Gerontological Research with an award of\$20,000 
Swizz francs to encourage research in all areas of gerontology and 
geriatric medicine, with special emphasis on multidisciplinary research. 
The prize will be awarded at the First European Congress of the IAG in 
Brighton, U.K. in Sept. 1987. Applications (in English) should include 
a 3-5 page summary of research work; C.V.; bibliography; and reprints of 
up to 3 publications in English. Individuals, research teams, or insti-
tutions are invited to submit. Deadline: Qg1~ Jl. 12§§. Contact: Prof. 
M. Bergener, IAG, Rheinische Landesklinlk, Wilhelm-Grieslnger-Str. 23, 
D-5000, Cologne 91, W. Germany~ 

B. The Paralyzed Veterans of America CPVA) request proposals for a 
research project to generate, analyze, manage and disseminate informa-
tion on the economic consequences of spinal cord injury. Support will 

.be for a 1-year period, renewable for a total of 3 years. The re-
searcher will build upon the experience gained in past research on the 
estimation of economic consequences of disability in general and of 
spinal cord injury in particular. The project's goal ls to develop a 
new ongoing data base on the cost of spinal cord injury to the indivi-
dual, family and society. Deadline: §~QQ Qm ~~I. g~g~ 12. 12§§. Award 
announcement: Jan. 28, 1987, with contract activities commencing Feb. 
1987. Contact! Thomas Stripling, Senior Associate Research Director, 
PVA, 801 18th Street NW, Washington, DC 20006; 202/872-1300. 

C. The National Center for Health Services Research and Health Care 
Technology Assessment CNCHSR) announces its Small Grants Program which 
will provide support for small-scale health services research dealing 
with significant problems in the delivery of. health services. Oescrip-
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tive and exploratory studies, pilot projects, design and testing of new 
research methods will be corisidered. Project§ may be funded for a 
maximum of 2 years but may not be renewed. NCHSR ls gene~ally able to 
provide a funding decision within 120 days of receiving the proposal. 
Moreover, the Small Grants Program will accept proposals at any time. 
Contact: Dr. Gerald Calderone, Review and Advisory Services Program 
<Small Grants), NCHSR, 1-52 Park Building, Rockville, MD 20857; 301/443-
3091. 

D. NCHSR <se~ also above) offers grant sup~ort for itinovative research 
in health care technology assessment--i.e., studies that deal with such 
issues as the ap·propr late use, effectiveness and cost ef feet i veness of 
health care technologies. Research should address a range of technolo-
gies, including medical devices as well as medical and surgical proce-
dures. Potentl~l applicants are encouraged to consult informally with 
the following NCHSR staff at 301/443-2080 before submitting a research 
grant: Gerald·s. Cohen, medical informatics; James Ullom, technology 
assessments of drugs and devices; Richard DuBois, technology assessments· 
of medical organizations; James Calvert, M.D., technology assessments of· 
medical practices; and James McAllister, development of methods and 
tec~n6logy dissemination. ~~HaB Qfftt§ gtsllla f2t Btatst~b 1n Htsl!b 
~stt It~bn2l2sx Aa§taAmtll! outlines application procedures and review 
cycles. Obtain from: Chief, Review and Advisory Services Program, 
NCHSR, 1-52 Park Building, Rockville, MD 20857; 301/443-3091. 

E. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, long a leader in 
providing higher education opportunities for students with disabilities, 
now offers scholarship help to qualified students. For information in 
eligibility requirements, scholarship levels and services for students 
with disabiities, contact: Joe Konitzki, Assoc~ Director of ·the Div. of 
Rehabilitation Education, 1207 s.· Oak Street, Univ. of Illinois, Cham-
paign, IL 61820; 217t333-4602. 

F. The Center for the Study of Human Rights, Columbia University, 
invites applications from postdoctoral scholars to be Human Rights 
Fellows in residence at Columbia University. The research topic for the 
1987-88 year will focus broadly on human rights and foreign policy. 
Fellows will have full use of university facilities; access to faculty
and other scholars; the aid, support and services of the Center, in-
cluding assistance with publ\ications. Fellows must be self-supporting, 
but the Center will try to assist the fellows in obtaining funding. 
Applicants should submit detailed research proposals, ~iographical in-
formation, and funding or proposed funding sources ax Hsc~b 1 to: 
Center for the Study of Human Rights, 704 International Affairs 
Building, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027; 212/280-2479. 

G. The National Humanities Center admits 35-40 fellows annually to 
study history, philosophy, literature, and other f.ields in the humani-
ties. Stip~nds are based on scholars' academic salaries. Applications 
are due Q~t~ 12~ 12§§ (NOTE: This may be an ongoing program so one might
apply for the following year) for the 1987-88 fellowships. Contact: Kent 
Mullikin, Asst. Director, National Humanities Center, 7 Alexander Drive, 

·Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. 

H. A Social Science Fellowship, sponsored by Transaction/SOCIETY, is 
being offered for a 1-year period, with a renewal option for a second 
year (Check for deadline). Applicants with a B.A. and some background 
in either newspaper, magazine,. journal, or book publishing who have been 
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accepted for admission to Rutg~rs University in any graduate program
linked to the social sciences are eligible. The candidate should have a. 
strong interest in the public delivery and d1~seminat1on of social 
science information and ideas. Responsibilities inclu~e: assistance ta 
the president and publisher on ~pecial assignments; preparing book 
catalogues <2x year>:, journal and book brochures; learning basic proce-
dures in production and marketirig as these relate to soci~l science 
publication. Stipend per year: $8750,·based on 12-mo. calendar, and 
exclusive· of tuition 6r_expenses relat~d to specific academic programs. 
Tuition remission or reduction negotiable. Contact: Scott Bramson, 
Publisher, Transaction, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 

CURRENT RESEARCH 

A. The PhD research project of Eva B. Elliott involves an analysis 
of the concepts of 'rights' and 'community' and the part these notions 
play in understanding the human agent •. She is presently reviewing 
recent literature which argues that ·a~y philosophical analysis must be 
seen in terms of a sociological hypotheiis about social structure and 
culture and that a redefinition of the aims and tasks of the.philosopher 
is required as a consequence of this--a ~ositJ6n that calls for·a shift 
away from the highly indivlduali~tic assumptions that have informed much 
of the recent work,done on such concepts as 'rights'. She will be 
looking at cll~ipal and sbciological ~o~k on mental illness, mental 
impairment, institutions, patients' rights and cbmmunity care in order 
to see what light can be shed on the complex issues they raise and will 
also be intervie•ing people involve~ in commtinity care and ~ctivities in 
various mental health organizations. Anyone with similar interests 
should write to her at: Dept. of Philosophy, The University of 
Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester Ml3 9PL, Great Britain. 

B. In the World Rehabilitation Fund 1D1~t~b~ng~ <Summer 1986, No. 12> 
Mary Jansen sum~arized her report on her 2-month study of European 
mental health p6lidies with respect to rehabilitation of the chronically 
mentally ill. She focused on dei·nstltutionallzation and provision of 
community based services and health financing mechanisms and fihancing 
of social welfare systems in each of the 5 countries she studied (Swit-
zerland, Denmark, England~ Sweden, and the Netherlands). In each coun-
try she interviewed government officials and program/department beads in 
order to obtain a balanced perspect.ive ori th~ country's.policies ~nd 
practices. Her hosts for the study were the World Health Organization in 
Geneva and Copenhagen and the International Labour Office in Geneva. 
Richard C. Hunter, D~puty Secretary General, World Federation for Mental 
Health, wrote ~f her report: "Citl contains a message that cannot be 
repeated too often. Once upon a time and not too long ago the prospect 
of reducing the size of public mental hospitals seemed utterly impos-
sible. The concept of a unified system of community care services as a 
replacement had not even been dreamed of ln this country. Now it has, 
been dreamed of and even been partially put in operation in some places. 
The continued examination of the issue of systematic services for the 
chronically ~entally ill _is esseritlal lf public ~esist~nce ls to be 
overcome, and if proper care is to b~come the accepted ~tandard. By 
examining the programs ln other dountries and comparing those with 
programs with.conditions in this country, Mary Jansen has focused atten-
tion not on1~: on the difference between Western Europe and the.U.S. in 
their pro~rams but also _upon s6me of the ctiltufal dlffeiences which we 
must recognjze and act upon if we are to move forward in this country.• 
Many of those she met and talked with will be contributing to the IEEIR 
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monograph series which she will guest edit. 

RECENT DISSIRTATIONS 
A. Barbara Rylko~Bauer researched the role of fr~estandlng emergency 
centers <FECs) In prlaary and e•ergency care, within the context of the 
larger health care system (The Role of Freestanding Emergency Centers 'In 
the Delivery of Health Care: Perspectives on Change In American Medi-
cine, 1985, PhD, Univ. of Kentucky). She conducted a case study at one 
urban FEC that ~as experienced rapid growth of these clinics. Using 
pa~ticipant observation, a questionnaire survey, and in-depth inter~iews 
with patients, she focused on how patients perceive and use the clinic 
in relation to the doctor's office and the emergency room <ER> and on 
factors that explain these utilization patterns. Her findings: FECs 
are meeting a need for after hours care of minor problems, but primarily 
for a relatively affluent population; FECs may also be creating a de-
mand, to the extent that some patients were seeking care sooner than 
they would have in the absence of FECs; a number of patient·s were 
substituting the FEC for the emergency room (lower cost, shorter wait, 
more pleasant atmosphere). Although a majority reported having a regu-
lar physician, most came to the FEC without first contacting their 
doctor. Finally, she discusses some of the policy implications of _her 
findings within the context of a changing health eare_ system. <NOTE: 
Bylko-Bauer's research was funded by th~ National Center tor Health 
Services Research and Health Care Technology Assessment [see FUNDING]; 
her Executive Summary ls available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161; 703/487-4650.) 

B. Jan Jones Sarpa examined the subject of •ental health prograaalng 
on TV--to discover the trends and answer questions about such program-
ming (A Historical Study of Mental Health Programming in Gommercial and 
Public Television from 1975 to 1980, Ed.D, Loyola University of Chicago, 
1985). She researched the 3 national networks .(NBC, CBS, ABC) as well · 
as·the public network <PBS> and did synopses of all the mental health 
programs that appeared, focusing on audience size, popularity subjects 
covered, demographics, programming form, and criteria employed for cate-
gorization. 'She found that there was 1 TV program (or portion of a 
program)-on the subject of mental health aired every 2 1/2 days in-the 
U.S. during the research time period. In order of frequency the net-
works ran: NBC, CBS, ABC and PBS. According to 'the A.C. Nielsen , 
rating, the most popular subject covered on these tpp-rated programs was 
violence c·the m~ntally ill person as killer"); •sex and the mentalli 
ill" had the second highest rating. The programming form employed most 
often by the 3 major networks was the news show, whereas PBS more often· 
employed document~ries. Documentaries, it was discovered by a research 
team, can ·change public attitudes toward mental health," "improve 
audience information leve1s," and wer~ assessed to be a superior form of. 
mental health programming. 

BOOK, ETC. NOTES 

A. Bell, Rudolph, M. H2lI ill2ttX1s• Chicago: University of Chicago
.Press, 1985, 280 pp., $22~50. 

In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 3rd 
Edition <DSM-III>, the diagnosis of anorexia nervos~ depends on the 
pr~sence of: a> intense fear of being fat; b) disturbed body image, 
claiming to be fat or to feel fat when emaciated; c) weight loss of more 
than 25 percent of body w~Ight; d) refusal to maintain weight or minimal 
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weight for height or age; e > no known physical illness. The ·modern 
definition of anorexia nervosa· in DSM-III requires that the subjects 
have.an intense and overwhelming fear of being.or becoming fai combined 
with the belief that they are fat ev~h when they are eMaclated and 
starving to death. . 

Bell begins his discussion of anorexia with a 1972 definition which 
ls now 6onsidered incomplete. He then invents a new disorder, Holy 
Anorexia, for which he has his own definition, based on that obsolete 
description. Bell thinks that the· sev~re and extr~me austerities, 
asceticism and. masochism bf female saints in Italy who starved them-
selves, often to death, is compa~able.to ~odern anorexia nervosa. 
William David's epilogue supports this thesis. Bell believes that the 
saints who suffered Holy Anorexia were struggling against the paternal-
istic control of a male· priesthood within the Church and equates thi~ 
with the struggle for independence and autonomy we see in teenagers with 
anorexia nervosa. What makes these women who become saints different 
from modern adolescents is thel~ lack of fear of being fat and their 
lack· of a disturbed body i~age. They did not deny that they were 
malnourished. They knew they were emaciated, but they kept to their 
eating habits because these habits served their beliefs about their 
bodies. Their self~denlal literally _fed them with the psychic nou~ 
rishment necessary.for the lives that led to sainthood. 

Bell's descriptions of Catherin~, V~ronica, Margaret and An~ela are 
wonderful to read. And they clearly show how each used her eating as a 
sacrificial act, offering her body to God. Bell's use of the word 
•anorexia• in ·this context, however, can be continually grating because 
it ls so different from the experience tho~e of us have who work with 
teenagers with eating disorders. Bell's women knew what they were doing 
and th~y made: conscious choices. Modern 
inside by an unconscious need and cannot 

anorexics are 
say why they 

driven 
starve~ 

from 
If Bell's 

women spoke with Jesus, m~rried Him oi were tormented by devils, they 
did so in the context of religious beliefs'of their time •. _Some modern 
readers may have difficulty with those concepts a~d see them as modern 
psychopathology~ But that would be u~fair to people living in a dif-
ferent culture. Modern adolescent anorexics are not acting on currently 
culturally accepted behaviors and they starve themselves outside of the 
context of modern beliefs. · · 

Today, anorexia nervosa begins In adolescence. Sometimes it IS.not 
diagnosed until the early twentie~~ but there are usually harbingers by 
the late teens. Many of Bell's Holy Anorexics did not deveh)p their 
behavior unti-1 later in life, often after marriage, childbearing and 
widowhood. Today, one in five anorexia nervosa patients is male. Non• 
of Bell's Holy Anorexics was male and the reader ~ust ask why. Has Bell 
contrived a "diagnosis" biased against women? Or has Bell tlefined a 
condition from which men were protected by the social struc£ure of 
Church and community? Certainly, there were male ascetic~ who practiced 
severe austerity but none to the extent of dying from starvation. In 
fact, the men ~ere able to accept the rule of the Church in eating while 
the women rebelled. 

Rebellion is not anorexia. It is rebellion. Acting out the sacri-
fice of Jesus is not anorexia. It is self sacrifice. I wish Bell had 
worked personally with·modern teenagers suffering this disease before he 
wrote this book. He writes well. I just cannot swallow the meal he 
proposes. (Harris_ C. Faigel, M.D., Di~ector, University Health Services, 
Brandeis University> · 

B. Biegel, David E., Mccardle~ Ellen, and Susan Mendelson. ~gg!~! 
H~1~2t~§ ~~n1~l li~~l1bl An Ann21~1~~ ai~l!2sc~gbI· Beverly Hills, 
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CA: Sage, 1985, 391 pp., 13~0 references, $25.00. 
This book summarizes the published literature from the social 

sciences, behavioral medicine, and psychiatry concerning social supports 
and mental health. The earliest studies date from 1950; the most cur-
rent, 1982. The text ls organized into 5 sections: theory (114 en-
tires>, physical health (49), mental health (565), intervention (554), 
and policy (58). The bulk of this work ls devoted to reviews of empiri-
cal research on the effects of social supports on psychological 
wellbeing in stressful life situations or as adaptive resources· for 
individuals with mental illness and developmental disabilities. The 
authors include· studies of divorce, terminal illness, pregnancy, drug 
addiction, and physical disabilities, among others. The result ls a 
comprehensive overview of the existing literature on social supports. 
The section on theory includes ·classics· such as Gans' Ytbso X1lla9tt~ 
and Bowlby's A11s~bm~n1 2ng ~Q2~. The annotations are clearly written 
and give a reasonably accurate indication of the content of the arti-
cles. There is both an author and subject index. The subject index 
listed only 9 entries as specifically dealing with disabilities; how-
ever, at least half _of the bibliography is relevant to the study of 
social and community factors in disability research. The section on 
Self-Help and Mutual Aid contains 304 references pertaining to self-help 
groups. This group is very useful as a guide to the literature on 
social supports. (Carrie Kaufmann, Public Health, Univ. of Pittsburgh) 

c. Brown, .Phil. Ib~ Icsn§!~c 2t ~st~l f2I~b!stc1g Q~1n2111Y1!2nsl!zs: 
112n sn~ 112 Af1~cms1b· London/Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985, 
275 pp., $22.50. . 

The term ·transfer of care" aptly captures the human issues under-
lying the events that shifted the primary locus of mental health ser-
vices out of the large state and county hospitals. Phil Brown's ap-
proach is multi-disciplinary as well as multi-dimensional. In the 
opening chapters he describe$ the all-important historical context in 
the formulation of a national mental health policy. In the next sec-
tion, he analyzes four changing sectors of care ln chapters whose very 
titles describe a key element in their structure, the nature of their 
financing: The Neotraditional Public Sector--Community Mental Health 
Centers; The Traditional Public Sector and State Mental Hospitals; The 
New Custodial Private Sector--Nurslng Homes, Boarding Homes and Other 
Locations; The New Alliance of Public and Private Sectors~-Private 
Mental Hospitals and General Hospital Psychiatric Units. His hard look 
at 3 'vanguard' states--California, New York, and Massachusetts--ls 
particularly instructive. His last section examines the 3 aspects of 
practice: changing attitudes of the work force, new treatment modali-
ties, and emerging ·protest" and "rights" movements. He concludes with 
a warning note on the possibilities of change within our ordinary frame-
work for the analysis and formation of mental health policy. 

Most importantly, he makes sense out of what to many outsiders 
might appear to be a phenomenon without rhyme or reason. It ls an 
enterprise whcih allows him to employ his considerable skills and 
background as a historian, a sociologist, and an advocate. In a little 
over 230 pages, h~ has produc~d what one reviewer called "the single 
best and most comprehensive descriptin of these developments for social 
scientists.• Its audience should be wider. It can be read with profit 
by anyone interested in how federal policy in general and mental heal~h 
policy in particular can be affected by political-economic structures, 
the interests of professionalism, and institutional obstacles. (Irving 
Kenneth Zola) 
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D. Committee on an Aging Society, Institute rif Medicine and National 
Research Council. !!~r!92~~'!SleSl tl~!!!~ !9 !B Q!2!t §2~l~!I·
Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1985, 241 pp., $19.50. 

The contributors to this collection address many important issues 
related to disability and chronic disease among older citizens with an 
emphasis on patterns and relationships of age and disability today and 
in the future. Although most contributors are physicians and the focus 
is on a medical model, many consider that •disability is a product of 
the integration between.the individual and the·environment, including 
the social environment.· They are concerned 0 

••• that aging does not 
necessarily mean disability, which is a function of disease and injury; 
with medical advances, patterns of disease and disability among older 
Americans may change considerably~ •• " That chronic conditions rise 
sharply with age ls clarified in a number of very interesting tables. 
For example, aqtivity limitation between 45 and 64 is only 3.13% for 
most people, and for people with chronic health problems 23.9%; for 
those over 65 in the normal population, it is 12% and for those with 
chronic health problems over 65, it ls 45.7%e 

"A major characteristic of aging is an increase in heterogeneity of 
the population" according to Robert Katzman, who writes about cognition 
and dementia. At .80, Katzman argues, half of the population ls cogni-
tively normal. In a very informative chapter about informal support 
systems for frail elderly persons, Barbara Silverstone writes, 0 the 
extension of generations is supported by the fact that 10% of those now 
over the age of 65 have living children also over the age of 65. 70% of 
the elderly are grandparents and 40%, greatgrandparents." I am especi-
ally interested in knowing if the kinds of analysis Silverstone makes 
about informal supports and the frail elderly can be legitimately gen-
eralized to families whose life-long disabled children have grown into 
their fifties and sixties with their parents now in the 70's and 80's--
two generation geriatric families •. (Thomas Rose, Aging and Disability 
Program, Montgomery College and Center on Aging, University of Maryland) 

E. Cornwell, Jocelyn. Hsrg=~stQ~g ~1Xt§~ a~ggynt~ QI Htaltb ang
!!lnt§~ !t2m ~s2t ~gnggn. London: Tavistock, 1984, 223 pp., $12095. 

There are precious few community studies of health and illness. 
Cornwell adds to this literature with her examination of health and 
illness in East London. She interviewed 24 working-class people on 
their beliefs about and experiences with illness (and health) in their 
everyday lives. The community is the same site of Young and Wilmott 1 s 
classic study of fsmilI ~ng K1n~b1g 1n ~s~t ~gnggn <which she uses as a 
touchstone for her study), creating the unusual situation of being able 
to compare community changes ov~r time. In addition, many of her re-
spondents are connected by family or social networks, creating further 
potential for understanding the meanings of health and illness in their 
immediate social context. Her focus on commonsense views of 1.llness in 
the context of people's lives is right on the mark, although her analy-
sis connecting them to the community seems underdeveloped. 

Cornwell presents us with a clear picture of the community and the 
people. However, she spends three chapters (2-4) discussing housing, 
work and family life before beginning to examine health and illness. 
These community chapters seem disconnected from the main thrust of the 
study. When she finally begins to consider health issues (5), she 
presents her informants' positions well, although she doesn't explicitly 
link them to her earlier community chapters. The analysis might have 
been more satisfying had she integrated her insights about illness 
experience more directly into the context of community life. Throughout 
the book, Cornwell makes a great deal about the differences between 
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•public• and •private• accounts of community and of illness; the analy-
tical importance of these distinctions seem to me rather overemphasized. 

In sum, this book contribute~ t~ our understanding of lay beliefs· 
about_ health and_ illness ~nd ls somewhat disappointing as a community 
study of health·and illness. <Peter Conrad, Sociology, Br~ndeis Univ.) 

F. Crossley, Rosemary and Anne McDonald. !nn1t!~ Qgm1~g Qyt. England:· 
Penguin/Pelican, 1982,.251 pp~, $3.95 softcover. 

!nn1t!~ ~gm1ng Qyt _may be a modern day counterpart of the Anne 
Sullivan-Helen Keller relationship. Only it makes one realize that 
Helen Kel.ler, w1th her higher economic background, may have had·a lot 
more· going for her. Born with athetoid cerebral palsy, Australian Anne 
McDonald was institutionalized at the age of three and thought to be 
hopelessly mentally retarded. Until she was sixteen, it was bel'ieved · 
that she would _never communicate. Even Rosemary, her first teacher and 
later companion, continually underestimated her abilities and her native 
intelligence. This story, written mostly by Rosemary but with added 
commentary by Anne, traced their first m~etings and struggles to commu-
nicate with each other. Nothing came easy. Rosemary believed in Anne 
but it was not enough. Despite a growing body of evidence, the authori-
ties, bound more by their models and their experience than any malice~ 
refused to be convinced.· So, too, he~ parents •. Finally, Rosema~y and 
Anne sued to secure Anne's release from an institution and the right to 
mana.ge her own affairs. While one can easily be shocked by the. insensi-
tivity and rigidity of the officials, I marvelled more at ~hat I learned 
about Anne ahd her companions at· St. Nicholas' Hospital. ~ot only did 
they have an astonishing ~mount of lnformation--mostly 6ulled (bef6re 
Rosem~ry's arrival) through televislon--but they managed to create a 
method of communication amongst themselves which, at this writing,_-was 
still incomprehensible to any outside observer. It makes me ~onder ab~ut 
so many others on whom society has given up. This extraordinary testa-
ment to Anne and Rosemary is also seen in the film version of their 
story, "A Test of Love• (See DSQ Summer 1986, 6:3, for film revi~w), 
which appeared in·1985. <Irving Kenneth Zola) 

a. Dear, H.J. and S.M. Taylor. Hgt Qn Qyc §tcttl· London: 'Pion. 
Ltd. /New York: Methuen, Inc., 1982,. 200 pp.,. $19.95. 

The deinstitutionalization of psychiatric pati~rits, and the corres-
ponding location. of treatment and residential facilities in neighbor-
hoods, has been accompanied by widespread apprehension and often expli-
citly hostile reactions in many of the receiving neighborhoods. Thus 
any effort which sheds light on the origin, dyn~mics, variety and disse-
mination of community attitudes toward the recipients of psychiatric 
services would be welcomed by all who care about this issue. Such is 
the subject--and the objective--of tlg,t Qn Qyc ~.tc~~t- Thi.sis the book 
to which the most quantitatively inclined social scientists and planner~ 
will turn· for what they want to know--and with good reason; for thJs 
book indeed seems to contain every fact, every variable,·every correla-
tion, ranging from attitudes to property values and land use. The . 
survey data, drawn from the metropolitan Toronto area, ls employed in 

·ways that are frequently illuminating to compare populations wi.th dif-
ferent types and degrees of_ contact with mental health facilities. 
Extensive statistical analyses of the association between attitudes, on 
the one hand, and such variables as age, sex, education, church atten~ 
dance, family composition, and proxmity to faciliti~s ar~ pr~sented. 
The book also contains a full discus~ion of what is called public facl~ 
lltles location "theory" as well as the various theories of th~ causal 
relationships between attitudes and behavior. 
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But when all of· this---the .elaborate ta_bles and of'ten obfuscating
discussion of "theory•- is pondered, one ls left with the uneasy sense 
that somehow a lack.of prdportio~ ls operatl~g ·here. So much quantita-
tive mystification is applied to the task of discovering such facts as 
•negative attitudes are strongest within one block of the facility,• and 
th~t ·the strength of negative attitud~s toward community mental health 
facilities ls positively correlated with en~aging in negative opposi-
tion.• On the other hand, hard data which effectively set the record 
straight on the actual, .~s opposed to reputed, effect of mental health 
facilities upon surrounding real estate values ls very important. Like-
wise, the finding that strong opposttlon is found only a~ong a small 
minority of the population, and the identification of the likely bearers 
of such sentiment, should be helpful t6 planners. 

The entire thrust of the book, its sen~itivity to community senti-
ment, ls a most important founda~lon upon whlch public facilities plan-
ners should bulld--in the long-range best interests of the users of · 
mental health facilities as well as their neighbors.: However, the 
question arises as to whe_ther this kind of very detailed, technical, 
quantlta'tive information which tells us presumably every.thing we would 
ever need to know on the subject, t~~llx tells us what we need to 
understand. The.drama that occurs when one group encounters another out 
of fear and foreboding ls a human drama in which the content and texture 
of the feel Ing, and not just. its amount and distribution, is what we 
need to know in order to make human and humane planning d~cisions for us 
all. This book is a tour de for~e in some respects, but one to be 
consulted rather than, I would think, to be read. <Claire Lang, 
Sociology, Emmanuel College> 

H. Digby, Anne. Msgn~~~~ H2csl11x sng H~g!g!n~l a ~tygx 21 tb~ l2ck 
Btttt~t 112~:121i• New York: Cambridge Univ~rsity Press (in History of 
Medicine series), 19~5, 320 pp. with index & appendix, $39.50. 

York Retreat was founded by the Society of Friends as a Quaker spon-
sored institution for mentally ill people in the 1790's and existed 
until 1914 in York, ~ngland. Prior to lts formation and even concurrent 
with its existence, other agencies (commonly known as asylums> based . 
their treatment of mentally 111 people on social control and prot~cted 
the public from them by incarceration, not through therapy. Driven by 
the ~oral values of the Quakers, the institution was created to house 
and treat mentally ill persons in a compassionate manner, dealing with 
the practicality of their management and led by lay people. For its 
first 50 years, it had no medi6al pers6nnel but this 6hanged, so that 
100 years after its founding, th~ medical mddel was in the ascendancy 
and the Retreat became a Registered Hospital with a staff of doctors and 
nurses. , 

In 1813 Samuel Tuke, a grandson of_ the founder, published a Dt~= 
~c1~l12n Qf lb~ B~1[~~1 which brought the York Retreat to world-~lde 
attention and influence. The book's influence can be ascribed ~o its 
simply written language for the lay public in which it discusses the 
practicalities and procedures of ·1ivlng arrangements,- rotitines and occu-
pations of patients, their diet, exercise and bathing, physical 
buildings and layout as an institution--with' the emphasis upofi York's 
humane, treatment _of the patient as a whole individual. With.the advetit 
of the book, too, those ln the public concerned with social problems and 
some "professionals" began to question the op~ration of older asylums 
to such an extent that government inve~tigations were instituted and 
reforms initiated and ·mandated. · · 

The author reminds us that the more things change, the more they 
remain the same. Today, as in the 1800's, it is most cogent and urgent 
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for our community in mental heilth services to keep ·foremost in their 
dally practice the need to consider our· mentally ill people with compas-
sion, understanding, and humility and to treat them as whole persons. 
(Myron Jaffe, Cleveland~ OH) 

I. Doudera~ A. Edward, and Judith P. Swazey <Eds.>~ E~fY~ing It~~tm~nt 
1n li~nl~l H~Al1b ln§111Y112n§::X~1Yt~ 1n ggnfl1g1. Ann Arbo~, MI: AUPHA 
Press, 1982, 212 pp., no price given. 

The study of psychiatric tr~atment refusal is rapidly developing as 
an important area of research, though many scholars in related fields, 
such as pat lent. compl lance and informed consent, are unaware of. this. 
Mental health refusal ls often studied in a m~re sociological vein, 
whereas medical refusal cases often remain in the cloudy realm.of "medi-
cal ethics. 0 Further, researchers have ·begun to examine the complex l ty· 

of refus~l, showing that it is, 1n fact, a of various behaviors 
rather than a tinldlmenslonal phenomenon. Likewise, t~ informed consent 

. scholarship, recent work makes useful links between-consent, competence, 
and dee is ion to foll ow medical aqv ice·. In the. opinion of traditional 
providers, the very fact of. mental illness negate~ much of the potential 
for such patient-centered approaches. Given such a stretching of the 

· limits, psychiatric examples may offer excellent opportunities to ex-
plore other parts of the range of patient involvement in health car~. 

· Doudera and Swazey's collection offers one.of the few books on the 
subject, since most of this literature is in journals and special re-
ports. This volume-presents the pr~ceedlngs fr6m a 1980 conference on 
the ~ubject and. although much important work has taken place since that 
time, this collection of 17 chapters covers all the central concerns of 
psychiatric treatment refusal. The volume has one annoying feature 
which reminds us that it is a conference proceedings: each of the 5 
major a~eas is followed by a verbatim transcript of par~icipant and 
audience discussion. Otner,wise, ·thl..~ book is.a vah1~qle contr.ibutlQn 
that w i 11 hopeful 1y be· used both· for· -psych'iatr'ic applications ·and 'for 
broader extrapolations to patient pa~ticipation in general. (Phil Brown, 
Brown University and Harvard Medical School) · 

J. Estroff, Sue E. Ms~lng 11 Qtg~?~ ·8n ~1DllQ9ts~bI gf f§fgb1s1t1g 
Qll~nt§ !n sll Am~tlgsn QgmmYnlll· Berkeley and Los Angeles:_ Univ. of 
Ca 1 i f o rri. i a, Pre s s , l 9 8 1 , 3 3 8 pp . , $ 1 9 • 9 5 , ( so f t co v e r , 1 9 8 5 ) . 

One has to admire this book. Anthropolog·ist Sue Estroff spent 2 
years as a participant observer studying the experience of bel·ng mental-
1~ ill in our society. Like a good fieldworker; she went to where the 
action was. Specifically, she observed and· at times virtually lived 
with a group of 43 deinstitutionalized psychaitrlc clierits affiliated 
with a model program (PACT> in Madison, Wisconsin. One might even say 
this was a brave study; Estroff eschews the ~istance w~ commonly keep 
from mentally ill people (a distance that most social scient.ists main-
tain> and comes very close to the experience of merital disorder~. She 
even took anti~psychotic medication for 6 weeks to enrich her under-
standing of her respondents' experience. 

Estroff is a fine observer and a good reporter. She depicts 
clearly how her respondents make it through life as "crazy persons." 
Al though_ she presents both the. clients- and the staff's po int of view, 
the ~trength of this book ~s the excellent presentation of the clients' 
perspective, particularly how they manage their everyday lives. While 
she didn't exactly find a subculture of 0 crazies 0 (hei word), she 
poignantly describes the cultural meanings, identity dilemmas, arid 
strategies involved in making it crazy in our society. 

Although descriptions are excellent, I was disappointed with the 
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extent of Estroff's anaiysis. She occ~sionally makes astute analytical
points; for example, how the. system and especially SSI seduces the . 
clients not to ~ork or ho~ medications amplify.clients' "differentness.• 
But throughout, she has a penchant for using typologies (e.g., clients 
views of medications, thel·r modes of subsiste_nce, relations with others, 
etc.) that s~rve to 6rder the data but pro~ide li~ited c6nceptual in-
sight. Her selection entitled "Interpretations and Cortcluslons• really 
reviews the .extant 1 iterature, making some comparisons to her findings 
without pushing her own.analysis further conceptually. This ls unfortu-
nate because this already fin~- siudy had the potential for making an 
even greater contribution to our social scientific understanding of the 
experience of living with mental disorder in our society. :vet despite my 
analytical reservations, th-ls is a significant book and must reading for 
anyone working in the field. (Peter Conrad, Sociology, Brandeis Univ~) 

K. Fisher, Sue and Alexand~a Dundas Todd <Ed~.>. Ql§gQY,t§t ~n~· 
In·2.t!lY..t!2ns!. aY..tb2tl.tI, <Vol .. :J9 .in tbe_ Adv~qces in .Pi_scourse Processes 
Series). Norwood, ~J: Able~ Publi~hing Co.~ 1986, 288 pp.; $32.50. 

The essays collected in this vrilume represent an area of Scholar-
ship which, though of relatively.recent origin, has ~ufficie~tly matured 
to acquire academic legitimacy, to break down into parts, and to accom-
modate the talents and aspirations of a substantial .number of ~tudents. 
While origins are always difficult to pin down, it might be said to 
begin with ~hat has been c~lled the "linguistic -turn" in philosophy, ~f-
which Wittgenstein is commonly reg~rded a~ the decisive guide. 'This was 
soon joined by the transformation bf phi·lology into linguistics, to 
which anthropologists have. made some highly significant contributions.· 
Today these modes _of study of language loom large in every di~cipline 
concerned with the study of ·human life. What unites these scholarly 
endeavors is the belief that speaking and writing is the most important 
form of human behavior and, therefore, the prime target for the human 
sciences; and, beyond that, the hypothesis that "language beha~ior" 
betrays·more about humans than they actually put into w9rds, and that, 
therefore, _the study of speaking is methodologically fruitful. in inves-
tigations of social .organization~. lnequalityj social control, politics, 
and Virtually every other area :c,f ·human .'act i v·i ty and social Structure.-

The term uoiscourse· in the title of the volume has significance 
for those who are f~miliar with.and interest~d in the various twists in 
the "lingui"stic turn." It ·betoken·s, I believe, an effort to bring about 
closer ciollaboration between the more ·philosophical a~d-literary. wing of 
the endeavor with those who pursue studies of the behavioral and inter-
actional aspects of language. . 

Apart from a very brief introduction by the editors-~which contains 
a valiant but not erttirely· successful effort to explain the wherefores 
of discourse analysis to the uninitiated--the volume contains 5 essays 
concerned with discourses in Medicine, 4 in Education, and 3 in Law. It 
should be noted that, acco~ding to common understanding, the function of 
speech i·s differ~nt in medicine thah iri either educatlon or law~ While 
in the latter two, what students ~nd ·teachers say to one anot~er and 
what ls spok~n in a.court of law c6ntain the substance of what takes 
place in these contexts, in medicine--leavi'ngout psyc,hiatry--speaklng 
ls thought to be incidental to something else. But as the 5 essays in 
this volume indicate, this understanding underestimates the sigriificance 
o f t.a 1 k i n phys i c i an /pat ien t i n t eract l on . Far from me re 1y con v e y i ng 
information or expressing judg~ent, language is an in~trument of manipu-
lation and control. This is exemplified.in ways decisions concerning 
contracepti.ves are negotiated; in physicians' different approaehes to 
male and female patients respectively in otherwise similar situations; 
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ln transactions lnvolvlng informed consent; ln dentists' proselytlzlng 
for d~ntal hygiene (and thut recruiting patients); and ln maintaining an 
appearance of responsiveness l.n a crlsls lnterventlon center. All these 
studies are primarily descriptive, containing a wealth of illustrative· 
material, and ln some instances, full transcripts of verbal lnterac-

·tions. It is inevitable,· of course, that readers will find some of the 
~tudies better than othets; I found all 5 informative and worthy of 
attention~ Accordingly, I recommend. the volume highly, certainly for 
that part of It that ls of professional interest to an audience con-
cerned primarily with health and illness. But I should add that the 
parts concerned· wlth.educatlon and law are also worth·pel."usal. <Egon 
Bittner, Sociology, Brandeis University) 

L. Group for the Advance~ent of Psychiatry, Committee on.the Famllyi 
Ib~ ~~m11I~ !b~ e~t1~nt~ ~ng !bt f~I~b1~!t1~ Hg~g1!~ll Ig!AC~ AH~!
Hggtl• New York: Brunner/Hazel, 1985, 93 pp., $17.50. 

It is essential to evaluate and treat the family in psychiatric in-. 
patient hospltallzatlon. Unless this ls done, we run the risk of prema-
ture patient withdrawal, the lack of familial cooper~tion and a family 
pattern which sees hospltallzatlon as the end solution to the illness. 
In-patient family intervention does not assume that the cause of the 
disorder is in the family; rather, lt assumes that the family can be a 
major s·ource of, stress or of support. Its aim .is to enlist a much 
needed ally. It ls particularly necessary in ~ases where the family has 
resiste·d therapy. Some.families may need. to be seen 3· times a week for 
2 hour~; others once a month. Techniques may include a structural·. 
approa~h, family psychodrama and family sculpting. It i~ recommended 
that the l nd l v ldual therap_i st and the fam 11 y the rap l st be one and the 
same person.· There is no research which indicates that the partlcipa-
tion of a co-therapist is worth the effort. Indeed, an inequality among 
the co~theraplsts may be hard for the family to handle. The complexi-
ties of. medication should be in the agenda. 

In a study of 65 families who had in-patient family intervention 
CJFI>, compared with the same number of families without family inter-
vention,· in cases involving schizophrenia and affective disorders, the 
results indlc~te that IFI ls much to be preferred over standard psychia-
tric hospital_ization. · The patients' illness is not an individual _ 
problem; Drug therapy alone ls not the answer. The volume contains a 
useful appendix which can be adopted by a hospital and whl.ch can be 
dlstrib~ted to families as a guide. (Harold Silvemari, Education and 
Medicine in Society, Wright State University.) 

M. Herr, Stanley S. Rights and Advocaci fgt· Bt1~t~t~ etgglt·
_L~xington, MA: Lexingto~ Books, 1983, 272 pp., $27.00. 

Herr's book thoroughly describes the treatment which retarded per-
sons have received and continue to receive in the U.S. The first -por-
tion is a historical analysis and begins in the colonial period, a time 
when the typical outlook for retarded persons was consignment to jails, 
workhouses, or poorhouses. It helps explain why mid-19th cent~ry reform-· 
ers pushed for a wave of asylum buildings and provides a broader:per--
spective for a.nalyzing· contemporary issues. The second portion of _the 
b~ok--HThe Law·--is somewh~t less satisfying, due pe~haps to a lack of 
clarity as to the intended readership. For non-attorneys, t~ere are too 
many areas where the text jumps without filling in the connecting infor-
mation, but for attorneys or people with experience in this area,· the 

. discussion le~el is not sophisticated enough. A similar difficulty ls 
Herr~s detailed descripti6n of the mental retardation service system in 
NY state. The information ls not generalized to other states, but _ls 
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much more detailed than someone outside of NY would want to know. One 
particularly w&ll-done portion wfthln the le~al section is Herr's des-
crlpton and discussion on the 4 litigation -approaches to community 
reintegration, followed by· adescription·of the i'1Xiil:t:t,·fG.DDblatll1 and 
~!l!Qi~t2Qk cases. He presents a balanced and analytical view of where 
each case did or did not achieve success. The last portion of the 
book--·New Dlrectlons·--is lntereptlng arid thought-provoking and should 
provide an important beginning for ~nterested persons to pick up and 
carry forward the·analysis of these lmportarit ls~ues facing the advocacy 
community. <Stanley ·J. Eichrier, Staff Attorney,. .Developmental 
Disabilities Law Center, Boston)· 

N. Heri, Stanley S., Arohs, Stephen, and Richard E. Wallace,· Jr. 
Blgb;t~ ~ll~ MtD:tAl Ht~ltb ~ACt· Lexlngt6n, MA: Lexington Books, 1983, ·208 
pp., $24.00. 

·Herrand his colleagues have written~ valuable ·resource book which 
ls exceedingly pro-cl lent~ It ls less academically derived than lt is 
clinically useful, but that does not mean the book is a mere set of 
techniques. The authors give important background to the major facets 
of this field: advocacy, right to treatment, right to re1use treatment, 
and least restrictive alternative. For clinicians and researchers who 
are unfamiliar with the issues, this.book provides sufficl~nt 
backgroundi For -those already knowl~dgeable, ·1t makes lffiportant 
linkages. For all readers, it takes a forceful stand, most clearlt 
summarized as the perspective that taking patients' rights serlousJy. 
should be seen as a professional value, not merely a legal oblig~tion .. 
The authors do not.see a necessary polarization between client rights 
and practitioner wo~k style, and the b6ok t~ies to show that "safe-
guarding the patient's legal and human rights is wholly consistent with 
the clinician's goals of fostering autonomy and reintegration into t~e 
community.• To be sure, the authors are aware that other incentives 
exist as well: preserving the public trust, avoiding censure and litiga-
tion, avoiding. loss of funding, preventing malpractice suits, and 
halting burnout. This inclusion is necessary, and they wisely m~de such 
"non-clinical" points subsidiary, rather th~n primary. All tdld, this 
ls a well-written book of moderate length, which can well serve many 
purposes of clinicians, administrators, researchers, artd policymakers. 
<Phil Brown, Brown University and Harvard Medical School) 

O. Hill, David. Ib~ f2l!tl~2 QI §~bl~ggbc~nl~r f2I~blittl~ Qggc~~2!2n
!n tb~ Y.:.§.:.. Lanham, MD: Univ. Press of America,. 1983, 5'?7 pp., $22.00. 

This book was initiated as·a dissertation for a doctoral degree in 
Clinical Psychology by David Hill, an angry young man, ~ge 33. Does he 
have a basis to be angry, the anger being directed to the history, 
illness, and treatment of schizophrenia? To answer "yes· based upon his 
position that there really is no illness of schizophrenia, that it was 
invented to separate and control the deviant to our societal norm ... is 
tenuous at best. To answer "yes" based on.his delineation of past 
inhumane and insensitive treatment to 6ur mentally 111 diagnose~ schizo-
phrenics ...·is in order. To an~w~r "yes" based upon current. practice of 
surgery (lobotomy procedure), cutrerit use ,of ~CT, ~nd current d~pendence 
upon neuroleptic drugs <with endang~ring side effecits) ... i~ _a "yes_but" 
response. _ . _ _ 

As you may surmise, these a~e-this revi~wer,s respons~, while the _ 
author's ls a resounding ~yes" to all of the above.with many quotations, 
excerpts, and a lengthy Appendi~ and Bibliog~aphy in su~port. The book 
ls a.lengthy paperback tome, t6 be perused by.section as fancy or 
necessity may dictate. While not new in substance, the chapter "Econo~ 
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mies of Schizophrenia," especially as relating to drug c~mpanies, is 
disturbing ln essence. Clarity, and perhaps brevity, would have been 
well served had the author avoided the jargon of his contemporaries in 
this specialty and adhered to, •p1_aln Engl _lsh." (Myron J'affe, Cleveland, 
Ohio) 

P. Kocan, ·Peter. Ibt I~t~tmtn! ~Qg tbt ~Y[t· New Yo~k::Tabllnger 
Publ i sh 1 ng Co. , 1985, 245. pp. , $ 14. 95. . 

Recent years have seen a series of media .invasions from Austral la~ 
Pop stngers and groups, ·newspaper barons, hi_storical dramas.and avante 
garde films hav~ made us take a more serl~us look at _the products and 
now the insights of _what once was called the underside of the world. 
Two years ago- Annl~!~ ~2mlng Qyt by Anne McDon~ld and Rosemary Crossley 
(see review above; film version ·rest of Love" revjewed ln DSQ Summer 
1986, 6:3) drew a shockingly vivid picture bf a young woman with athe-
told cerebral palsy, trapped Inside herself and Inside an Institution 
for "the mentally retarded." With the help of a dedicated teacher, she 
worked her way out of herself and the Institution. Peter Kocan, ln an 
obviocisly autobiographical novel, writes a similar first-perso~ account 
of Len Tarbutt. After-a brief sp·e11 ln jail, this 19-year ol_d, servl.ng 
a life·sentence, is transferred to the maximum security ward of a mental 
hospital. This book is his •coming out• story, though ln several ways 
lt is more senseless than Annie's. We are never really told what "mad• 
crime Len has committed to ge.t himself Into a mental hospital, though in 
his internal dialogue we are given plenty of information to agree with 
such a diagnosis. The senselesstiess ls ln how he ls treated and why he 
prrigresses. Sadly reminiscent of the mental hospitals immortalized ln 
the novel of Ken Kesey <Qn~ Ql~t lb~ ~ygK22!2 Ht§!) and the analy-
sis of Erving Goffman <A2IlYm>, the inmates are at the total control of 
their helpers. ~ygK22!2 ~~2!'~ "Head Nurse" is here replaced by the 
more benevolent though equally destructive "Electric Ed~" We follow Len 
as he "learns• to ~ct better. He seems to "out-Goffman" the latter's 
greatest role-player. The best that can be said of some of his 
"helpers" ls that they are kind. In one almost classic example of 
finding his way, a book of poetry and then h1s later writing give his 
life coherence--though, to this reader at least, the exact ~hy and how 
remain a mystery. It is clear that enormous talent was ·iong locked 
within Len and that some force allowed lt and him to eventually escape. 
The picture he has drawn is vivid but sadly neither new nor insightful. 
<Irving Kenneth Zola) ' 

Q. Lammers, William W. and David Klingman.§!~!~ f2llgl~2 ~llg !bt 
Aglng1 ~2ycg~2~ It~ng§~ sllQ Qg112n§. Lexington, MA: Lexington- Books, 

· 1984, 272 pp., $32.00. . 
This book offers an extensi've analysis of the policy-making process 

at the state level of government, drawlng·on case histories and quanti-
tative data. Aging policy is the specific policy effort studied by . 
Lammers and Klingman. It is a valuable resource for enabling one to 
better understand-what government does and why they do it. The 8 case 
studies provide fascinating qualitative, descriptive social and politl~ 
cal histories. The 50-state guantitati·ve findings suggest trends, ex-
planations, and options for planners, administrators, and advocates to 
seriously comtemplate in pursuing policy formulation for the elderly. 
Variations and commonalities among the· state efforts are discussed with 
insights offered about the legislative process and inputs as well as · 
that of the executive branch. Federal-~tate intergovernmental relation~ 
ships are also analyzed to assist one in breaking apart the federal role 
and the state role ln pdllcy formulation for the aging. 
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The policy process and outcomes are analyzed in the key areas of 
· health and long-term care, ~ocial services, income maintenance, and 
regulation as related to the elderly. Advocates for disabled persons or 
those with chronic disease should find the case studie~ illuminating 
about what actions state governments take and why, as perceived by the 
authors. Their attempts to draw conclusions about the impact of elected 
officials and advocates on the policy outcomes are worthy of review by 
advocates to gain perspective about policy-making in various states over 
time. The warm humanity of the 8 case studies helps balance the cold 
statistics of the 50-state studies, yet both methodologies document 
social forces a~d significant variables that have produced progressive 
public policy for the aging in this country. (Martha D. Dunn, Massachu-
setts Dept. of Mental Health) 

R. Leeson, Joyce and Judith Gray. 9ng Ht91~1Dt· London: 
Tavistock Publications Ltd., 1978, 240 pp. $25.00. 

First published 8 years ago, ~2mtn 9ng H~g1g1nt typifies the 
emerging feminist critique of medicineo While based primarily on the 
experience of women in Great Britain, it ls clearly influenced by and 
relevant to the women's movement in the U.S. The authors, specialists 
ln community medicine, begin their book with an examination of the 
domination of medicine by men. This analysis focuses on the gender 
based materialism and ideology that support patriarchal medicine. They 
confront the issue of professional dominance and suggest that the de-
livery of relevant health care requires a transformation of the tradi-
tionally hierarchial relations between the various categories of health 
care providers and between health care providers and consumers. While 
the analysis of women health care providers in Part I was sympathetic to 
the devaluation of the traditonal women's work, such as nursing or 
auxilaries, the role of doctors was accorded greatest status in their 
critique. Part II, "Women as Patients," included case examples of the 
male redefinition of women's life experiences into diseases suitable for 
medical intervention--e.g., pregnancy, depression, menopause~· Part III, 
"Women Get Organized" discusses the role of women in collective activi-
ties such as unions, political parties, health councils, and self help 
groups. Their optimistic perspective reminds us not to take for granted 
the gains in women's experiences as providers and consumers but to 
credit these to the historical and ongoing struggle of activists. (Karen 
Wolf, Sociology, Brandeis University) 

S. LeMaistre, JoAnn. ~~22ll9 BsS~l Ib~ ~m2112na! lmQa~1 Qf ~bt2nl~ 
fbxsical Illn~§s. Oak Park, IL: Alpine Guild, 1985, $18.95; Audio Tape
Cassette $9.95. · 

The author, a practicing clinical psychologist, brings impecable 
credentials to the task of describing the emotional consequences of 
chronic illness. She has worked with physically ill individuals as a 
psychologist ln a university and a clinical setting, teaches health care 
professionals about this topic, and has come to terms with the impact of 
multiple sclerosis in her own life. This book is highly readable and 
will be helpful to individuals and their families who are trying to 
incorporate the issues associat~d with chronic physical illness into 
their lives. Many profes~i6nals will find this book helpful in under-
standing the range of emot:lons which people experience during the months 
and years after onset of the problem. Allowing for individual differ-
ences, she describes stages of the emotional process as crisis, isola-
tion, ~nger, ·reconstructirin, intermittent depression, and renewal. Each 
stage ls illustrated with ·a biography of a different person with a 
commentary section that gi;ves an overview and interpretation of the 
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principles involved. The commehts are free of professional jargon and 
suggest alternative ways that the individual in the biography might have, 
handled certain situations. Dr. LeMaistre's unifying concept is that 
despite chronic physi6al illness, one can aim for wellnes by a ~process 
of adaptation: the flexible, creative use of resources to maximize 
choices and experiences of mastery. The only frustration of the book is· 
that she uses her own initial reactions to onset of a devastating epi-
sode of HS as an introduction to tpe stages described in the rest of the, 
book, but the reader is left wondering how she ls do1ng now. This ls a 
minor point and only illustrates how eifectively she uses her owri expe-
riences to lend. credibility to her thesis. This ls a worthwhile addi-
tion to the library of clinicians and those with chronic physical 
illness. (Roberta B. Trieschmann, Consulting Psychologist, Scottsdale, 
AZ) 

T. Lidz, Charles W., Meisel, Alan, Zerubavel, Evlatar, Carter, Mary, 
Sestak, Regina E., and Loren H. Roth. lnfgcm~~ ~Qll§~llll a ~lY~X gf
C~g!212llls~1ns !n f2xgb!sltX· New York: Guilford Press, 1984, 365 pp., 
$30.00 

Melton, Gary B. and Gerald P. Kooche <Eds.>. ~b1l~ttn!§ ,2mgtltn~~ 
I2 Qgn~tlll•. New York: Plenum Press, 1983, 270 pp., $29.50. · · 

Rozovsky, Fay A. Cgn~~Dt tg It~stmtDll A fts~ti~sl ~~19t· Boston: 
Little, Brown & Co., 1984, 698 pp., $57.50. 

These three excellent volumes heip us understand ~he ~lgnificance 
of the problem of Informed Consent in modern health care. They signify 
the success of efforts to secure patients' rights by placing the sick 
person rather than the illness into the focus :of therapeutic concern~. 
Beyond that, and perhaps more importantly, they point to ·an impasse in 
medical care. We are at the threshold of an era when medicine is 
acquiring more power than those who wield it know ho~ to use--I mean th~ 
power to heal, cure, reconstruct, replace, and extend life in ways ~hat· 
would have been considered implausible even as recently as a generation 
ago. If there is any doubt left. in anyone's mind as to how dire the· 
situation really is, .that doubt should be put to rest by the realization 
that now even the patients themselves are consulted in deciding on a 
course of action. 

It is interesting that the problem of inform~d consent should . 
present itself in an urgent and troubled way in precisely that specialty 
that has made the least gains in the recent past--psychiatry. While we. 
can be certain that today Pascal and Mozart would have lived long beyond 
their appallingly premature deaths, there is no reason to suppose that 
we could now save Nietzsche and Schumann from madness. Soci.olog1st 
Lidz, Psychiatrist Roth, and Lawyer Meisel, all from the University of 
Pittsburgh, led a team of their co-workers in what surely must be re-
garded as a model study, combining scrupulous scholarship with uncompro-
mising c9ncern for human decency, and producing a report in which they 
avoiq completely straying into the fog of professional pseudotechnlcali-
ty. They conclude that no adequate provision for, and practice of, · 
informed consent exist even unde~ the relatively favorable conditions of 
a University connected psychiatric facility. But this ls the least · 
significant of their findings. Far ~ore important are those observa-
tions which ·cannot be summarized teadily ln short statements, contained, 
in the detailed accounts of interactions between, an~ among, patients 

·and staff, that reveal the full complexity the problems informed consent 
present to all concerned. If the reading of the volume teaches us 
anything, it is that informed consent cannot be simply attach~d to the 
present organization of medical care, like the addition of a new waiting 
room to an existing clinic. And it also becomes clear that such resis-· 
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tance as one finds among medical pe:rsonnel against inro?ds is probably·
due to a dlm but certain awareness that much more ls at stake than 
having to deal with a few lrrltatlng lnqulsltlve patients. 

The volume edited by Melton ot the University of Nebraska, con-
sisting ln the main of original contributions, ls, like all such publl-
cat·loris, of uneven quality. But the several chapters more than ~ucceed 
ln presenting ample material leading to two conclus·lons. First, we come 
to realize that the question of children'~ competence 1 to consent to 
medical care--to testing, ln legal proceeding ln which they take part, 
and in research, ln which they are subjects--ralses some basic questions 
which neither exlsitng legal d~termlnatlon nor available research 
findings are capable of answering. Above all, we come to see that 
children, who are surrounded by overwhelming ·evidence that no matter of 
any degree of seriousness .Iles within the scope of their free choice, 
cannot possibly be expected to rise to the occasion the exercl~e_of 
discretion calls for; and that to have children sufficiently liberated 
from adult tutelage for competent declslonmaklng, one would have ~o let 
them grow up among liberating adults. Second, we are ~hown how ·the 
consideration of informed consent leads to other problems, namely con-
tracepti~n and abortion at one end and decisions about the use and non-
use of life support systems at the other. And we are brought to con-
front these other problems, and problems like it, by approaching_ them 
through informed consent analysis. . It .should be merit ioned that tl'le 
volume contain~ a splendidly lucid and-felicitous present~tion of.the 
law of informed.consent in a short chapter by Walter ~adllngton of the 
University of Virginia. . 

Th~ third volume by Fay Rozovsky, who has degrees· in law and public 
health, ls intended for use by professionals ·1n these dlsclpllnes~- The 
concern is with law, throughout; but the text ls always accessible to 
non-lawyers and is always unmistakably enlivened by interests and con-
cerns that· transcend the purely technical jurisprudential model. The 
treatment ls quite extraordinarily comprehensive, lnv6lvlng--ln addl.tl6n 
to a detailed d·iscussion of consent regulation in the several st?tes and 
the types of lltlgatlon they gi~e ~f$e to--also a·dtscusslon. of uncer-
tainties within existing law. Moreover, the volume contains a generous 
treatment of consent.problems ln ~esearch, reproductive behavior, orgari 
donation, and life support in terminal cases. Though the book is clearly 
intended ~s a reference work, I found reading from co~er to cover infor-
mative and recommend· it highly to all peopl~ interesting ln knowing 
where modern health care might be taking us. (Egon Bittner, Sociology, 
Brandeis University) 

u. Lourie, John. Htg1~el ~ggnxm~l ~bg ~aQ ~g~gt2 London: Pitman 
Publishing Ltd., 1983, 224 pp., price not given. . 

Have you ever wondered what Alzheim~r was like or how CUshing's 
Syndrome came to be? This handy guide tri the naming of drugs, devices, 
and diseases will tell you. Alzhe.lmer, by the way, first worked a~ a 
clinical neurologist pefore turning to pathology and eventually became a 
Professor of Psychiatry. His end was not much more pleasant· than many 
of his patients. On the way to accept his new position, he had a ·heart 
attack and died withJn 3 years, ~t age 52, of rheumatic endocardltls. 
Cushi.ng, the famed founder of Neurosurgery, ·was a "tal 1 man with great 
personal charmi he nevertheless could be tyrannical lf his meticulous 
s~rgical technique was not followed in [the operating] theater. An 
inveterate cigarette smoker, he d1ed of a coronary at 70." These 200 
fact-filled pages of capsule comments should pro~e a useful and enter~ 
taining reference book, something that can rarely be·sald for mos~ 
medical dictionaries or texts. It doe~, howevet, provide a further 
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reminder of the power of labels,. Wh11e acknowledging that such ident-ifi-· 
.cation all too·often perpetuates a historical ihaccurady as ·to the 
actual discovery, Lourie claims that it does ~-serve as a mnemoni6." And 
yet like ·the naming of lak,es1 rivers, countrles, and other· discoveries, 
it ~lso conveys a sense of colonization and of ownership--symbolic of 

·the struggle that people have ln reclaiming.control and ownership of 
their own medical records, rights, and bodies. (.Irving Kenneth Zola_) 

v . Mart 1 n , ·Dav 1 d . s . .< Ed . · > • ~2snl:tl2n... :~s·Y~a:tl2n... -sng C~s.fn~§§.l. -
Q1c~"11Qllil .f.gc B~2Sls&C~b alls2 lnil.ttY"t1S2.D"' Washington·, DC: Gall aude t 
College Pr~ss, ·250 pp.~ $19.95. 

This is a compilation of abbreviated .versions of papers that were 
presented at a 1984 Internationa_l Symposium. ·complete. versions of most 
of the 2-3 page •chapters• are available from the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Servi~e. Additionally, each sub-group of •chapters" is followed· 
by a summary analysis and a. potentially valuable list of related educa-· 
tlonal and research issues (seekers.of di·ssertatlon ·topics take note!). 
Individual "chapters•. incl'ude varying.numbers of references (pres·umably 
many Qf the complete manuscripts contain more) and ·there is a subject 
index (but not an author index)- at the end. Most of the book's emphasis, 
concerns research_ o~ cognition (cognitive styles, problem-solving stra- · 
tegies, language, and reading) ln hearing-impaired ~b1lgttD as comp~red 
to hearing peers. One. section -summarizes results of. 7 intervention/edu-
cati ona1 approaches, and the f i na1 port 1 on s yn,the·s i ze s . the information 
from various perspectives (e.g.,· views of the classroom educator, the 
deaf-educator-turned-investigator, and research scien~ists from outside' 
the field of·· deafne,ss) .. There ls also an lnlt:tal chapter by the editor,· 
which -include~ a 3-page, skill-by-skill summary of reports of·hearing-
lmpaired persons' cognitive skills. With, perhaps a few exceptions, the 
"chapters" do not provide 1ntroductory level ·discussions of these impor~· 
tant top.ics. This volume ls llke1y to be most useful to advanced (i.e.,: 
do·ctoral level) student·s ·and to investigators who seek a brie·f survey of: 
the ava l lable - 11 tera ture and who are 1 i ke 1 y to consu 1 t the re ferenc.ed ' · 
materials or the co-mplete ERIC manuscripts for topics in which· they; are 
interested. (Lois L..Elliott, Audiology, Northwestern University)· 

W. Marti nda 1e, Don and Ed l th Marti nda1 e • Htn:tsl 1Ji!H!l21l.Ltx in amtc!~a 
§ln~~ ~Qtlsl ~sr !!- New York: Philosophical Lib~ary, 1985, $15.00. 

Mental heal th pol icy- in this country is in a shambles. The commu-
n·ity mental health movement ls dead; deinstitutlnaliiation's failure ls 
evidenced, in part, by the homeless mentally 111 persons ln the street; 
and privatization of. mental health services insures a return to "s~ate 
medicine"· for poor mentally ill individuals. What happened to the 
promise and optimism of the sixties and even of the final years of the 
Carter administration?· 

Since 1983,. 3 important books addressing this question have been 
published: Foley and Sharfsteln's ~ll~ ~~x~cam~nt; Phil Brown's 
ID~ Itsn2!~t 2! ~gt~ and now this book by the Martindales. Students of 
mental health should read all 3 to begin to get a picture of the whole 
·elephant. The-Hartindales cover a topic :that needs to have been covered'. 
but has .not been addressed by liberal analys~s. That topic ls the role.· 
played by the advocates of com~unlty mental health and deinstitutionall-
zation in the eventual failures of those movements. Using historical 
material with their interpretatloris, the authots make a case for the 
fall ings of the advocate.s and· take apart· some of the usual excuses 
<e~g., "The hospitals were emptied before the alternatives were in 
placeH). They explain_ the blindness of the advocates in te·rms of 
Gouldner's Nunderdog sociology.• The advocates were really interested 
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in bringing about social ch•nge based -0n their ideol~gical under-
standings rather than meet-Ing, the. nee~s of, mentally..111 persons who:se 
needs and services requtr·ements they did not. understand.. . . 

Some may find the Martindales unduly harsh and argue with both 
their facts and interpretations.· This is, however, the o~ly analysis of 
its type with· which I am familiar and until a better critical analysis 
of the proponents of community mental health ls available, thi~ ls must 
reading. We all need to understand that in·our efforts to improve life 
for disabled people our ··own biases can get ln..the way. (James J. 
Callahan, Jr~, Director, Mental Mealth Train\ng Program, Heller School, 
Brandeis University) 1 

• . 

X. Offer, Daniel, bstrov, Eric, and Kenneth I. Howard (Eds.). fAllttD~ 
2f A~21t§S~n1 ~~lf:ll~St• San Francisco: Jossey~Bass, Inc., Publishers,. 
1984, $9.95~ . . . . . 

Here ls a well-balanced collection of perspectives on. disturbed 
adolescents, lucidly presented through· the· lens of. their self-image. 
The focus 1s sharpened beca,use the. two e~rl iest chapters very properly 
descrlb~ .normal adolescents, who comprise the vast majority of thl~ age 
group. The patterns ·of the self-images of these normal adolescents.· · 
needed to be set before us to provide a frame of reference for the 
patterns among·dist~rbed adolescents. Chapter 3 presents compelling 
evidence that mental h~alth professionals may hold-many misconceptions 
about normal adolescents. This is ·especially important because, as one 
group of contributors points out, about 50% of disturbed adolescents are 
not recognized as needing psychlat~id help. 

Another major.chapter explor:es.th,e ~a,y~ .in. wh·iqn _self-jmage pro-
files can d i.s·tlngu i sh among :adol:e·scerits··.,.:wt.t:h ··di f·ferent ·psych·ia·trfc· dis·-
turbances. Four DSM-III diagnostic categori~s are employed: depressi6n, 
cond~ct disorders, eating disorders~ and psychosis. Exploring how the 
individuals in this study felt about themselves revealed that they all.· 
showed self-image deficits. Each diagnostic group displayed its·own 
particular p~ttern; at the same time, each group showed features found· 
in the othets~ Results of the study seem to indicate that self-image ls 
a valuable. perspective that· can increase our understanding of ado_lescent 
pathology. In.the closlng:chapter the discu~sion widens its focus· to 
offer a h1storlcal perspective on social changes in the ad6leseent 
experience. This 22nd volume in t ..he series "Ne.W Direct ions for Mental 
Health Servic~s" provides a welbome additlon to our undetstanding of 
what it means to be growing up in the 20th century. (Pearl Slatori 1 
Skokie, IL) . 

Y. '"Research on Mental Illhess and Addictive Disorders: Progress and 
Prospects, Oct. 1984," Report of the Board of Mental Health and 
Behavioral Medicine, Institute of Medicine. Wa~hington DC: National 
Academy Press 1 no price. 

This document was p~epared by the Institute of Medicine in response 
to a request by ADAMHA to 1) review the current state of knowledge and 
opportunities for research within the ADAMHA (Alcohol, Drug Abu~e, and 
Mental Health Administration) mandate, 2). identify ·specific needs for · 
future research, and 3·) assess benefits..that al.ready. have a.ccru·ed to 
public health ln the· U~S. from rele·varit cl-inlcal .and ·bas le research.· 

The report, som~ &~·pages in length including appendices, consists 
of .chapters dealing with the magnitude of the· p·roblem; major perspec-
tives of mental illness and drug abuse; a concise. summary of research to 
date on 6 major "disorders", such as schizophrenl~~ alcohollsm 1 etc.) 
research progress on childbood 1 elderly, chronically mentally disabled 
people; and the interrelationship of stress to health. in addition·a 



discussion of the cost-benefits of research, cur~e~·t;if-urid1ng .levels, ··and: 
some recommendations for increased :funding and t'ra.intng are .·presented. 
'J'he major.conclusions drawn are that· mental -lllne$~_,: ·a1coho_lls11 and drug. 
addiction·· are extremely costly to· American Society ln term.s of di.rect 
cost of car~ and economic loss, that research has re~ulted ln improved 
drug and psychosocial therapies, that research on brain function and 
behavior and prevention are important~ and that the funding of research 
has.been too low, and, lri fact, since 1966, the real level of federal 
support has dropped markedly. Finally, there ls a plea ·for increased 
funds for·ADAMHA for the next 5 years. . · . ·: _ 

Most, lf not all, of the information wlll be.famllfar to the 
reader~ Some may find a bit or two of new material. Th~ report con-
sists primarily of reviews of previously published IOM reports. What 
struck ·me personally ~s most revealing was the point thal funding for 
ADAMHA type prqgrams hid ln terms of real dollars since 12§§~
Therein lies an important sociology of science lesson ~nd a w~rnlng to· 
al 1 who are involved with an advocacy group. Societal .. inte.~est ·l.n a . 
social issue is very much a reflection of the pollt,lcal cu-rrEHi.ts of the 
time and, as such, the low tide will follow the high. <Richard ·L~·:Me-lle, 
Sociology, Univ. of Nebras-ka-L l ncol n) ··· · 

z. Rose, Stephen M. and Bruce L. Black. &~ig~~~X ~-g~!tCmtn!.
Boston/London: Routledge &. Kegan Paul, 1985, 230_ pp. ·wlth_.Appe~dlx and 
Bibliography, $2~.95. _ · · · · · 

The thrust of this book is to delineate the 6hang~s that -0ccur:red 
in the 60's wlth the start of the delnstltutlonallzatlon process. That 
change, still ongoing and not fully recognized nor accept•d by the 
psychiatric society, ls the evolvement of mental health care ·1n the 
community from the old medical model t6 the curr~nt new psych~soclal 
model. Basic change, a~ this was, brought uneven.progiess,:· aggravated 
by lack of preparedness in the community of funds, 'f-acil.itles:,. ·housing, 
and planning for the reception (even onslaught) of mentally 111 people. 
Progress is being made in these areas, again on an uneven basis. Al-
though a late arrival, advocacy and empowerment for and by the consumer 
is showi~g the greatest develbpment. In this, s/h~ -~s alded by develop-: 
ment and lmplementat.ion of Co~munity Support· Programs, Ca~e Manage~ent, 
and Day Programs. Perhaps the impetus to all.these prci~rams atid ad~ 
vancements has be~n the formation and effebtlvenss of groups ·such as 
Alliance for Mentally Ill ·conly 5-6 years old) and parents of the mental-
ly 111· individuals uniting to advocate on their behalf. · 

The authors not only provide deta i1 ·. on the theory of advocacy and 
empowerment but. devote a goodly half of the book ·to ~pe~lfld application: 
of the theory to different arenas of practice. A··most·useful appendix· 
is provided for consumers that deal with legal ~igbts on housing. Al~ 
though this is a 'how-to-do-it' book (as indeed··any advocacy book must 
be), it specifically directs its 'how-to-do-it-ness' to the· mentally 111 
population in the. cbmmunity. And its most important paragraph is the 
enunciation of a basic principle that should be on the desk and mlnd of 
~very person involved in mental health: "There can ne~er be an issue 
more important than ·the 1 ives of the. people from which that_ issue _a-
rises, and the value of the people transcends the value of the 1ssue at 
all times.• <Myron Jaffe, Cleveland, OH) 

AA. Rudy, David R 0 §~g2ming ~!g2b2!ig1 &!g2b2!!g§.8ll2llXm2Y§ ~ll~ lb~ 
B~~l!tI Qf a1~2b2l!§m. Carbondale and Edwardsvill~: Southe~~ Illinois 
University Press, 1986,. 196 pp~., $7.95 softcover, $19·.95 clothcover. 

Perhaps a more informative t i.tle for th is book would be alggbgl.1g§._
an2nxm2~~ ~ll~ 1b~ ~~~!ll9 2! ~ll ~!g2b2!!g l~~ll111X· Uslng_data gathered 
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as a-participant obser~er at Aicoh~iic~i~hrtymois meetin~s over several 
months and through llfe history lnt~rvlews~,and personal accounts from AA 
members, the a~thor l 1:1 ustrates·..'he>w _:peoplE!,. are·· ·taught· the .AA -conception 
of an alcoholic and how they _rein.terpre~.,-~~-~lr:-past drinking experiences 
to conform to it. ·Ofteri th6s• ~itho~t th~_fµll ra.~ge:df alcoholic 
symptoms eventually relate their experiences as though the symptoms 
existed. ~xam~les from other chronic disabilities a~e used to.describe 
how members take on·-the disabled .persona through lnteractloh with their 
peers; The AA conception of al9oholis~ i.s b~sed on research in the 
1950's which explained alcoh,ol l~m· a~ -~·- per·"'~~eni, _irreversible and 

·progressive- dls·ease. _The -authQ;t'\:-contra.s.-t;-~:/ttri~ vie_1' wtth.. more: recent 
research which suggests' that' alc,ohollc' ··ca'r-e~rs,_ are ,.var l,eq·, that they are 
not as progressive;~s.·bel i~ved, ·an<:!-t.h~_t·:~uf>.s.JarftJaJ- ~:ufl\b~rs·-o:flndlvi-
dual s· mature' OU t Of drinking probJe:m~ ~·' ,· Tt)~5·e ¢on:tra:·s·frn:g yle\l* 111.us-' 
trate an endur \ng controversy f n alcoholism treatrnen-t: If :.:alcoho fl sm. ls 
a disease, then treatment must 'be based o'n absttnence; lf··alcohol lsm ls 
learned behavior, then controlled drinki_ng,'which is anathema to AA, is 
an alternative to abstinence.-· The auth~~~~ ~bsetvatlons 6f how people's 

.perceptions of thei~ experlences- change to meet AA ndr~s of.fered-~ddi-
tional credibility to the Mlearned b~havior~ hypothesis. Sociologists 
and all those_ concerned with alcoholism res~arch and· treatment will find 
the book fascinat.lng; AA members and. those who subscribe to alcohol ism 
orthodoxy wi.11 -find .it troubl irtg as .well. (Maryann Amodeo·, Alcoh61 
Institute, Boston University> · · ·- · 

BB. - Salmon~·, J. -·Warren.. <Ed'~-): altlttti~[ti~~- &·~'11gJ.n~ii.' ,' ~2,u!lst :5),llf ~S2l.i~I 
ftr212tS2.t.iX~2. New ·York /London: Ta v ls tock, · 1984, · 305 pp. , $ 12. 95. 

Popular forms of medicine hav~ long existed as "alternatives" to 
regular, professionalized mediclne. Thi~ book presents .a collection of 
articles ~xamining the current context and content of.a variety of 
"wholistic" forms of medicine,· largely as they ·are found in: the U.S. and 
U~K. With the apparent success of modern biomedicine, one might bave · 
expected-the di~inutlon of popular and folk medlcfnes. Biit the oppbslte 
appears to be the case. The causes of this development are complex and 
not ~ell understood but probably incl~de at least 2 elements; a respon~e 
to.biomedicines's inability to make. much h~adway with·chronic dtse~se; 
and a reaction against. the medi~al professidn's focus ·on the disease 
rather than the whole·person. · . · . . _ · · · 

The strongest articles are those which.analyze the context of the 
~mergence of these alternative medicines. Howard B~rllner argues that 
the dil~mmas of scientifc me~icine create·the context for. the rise of 

· alternative medicines; Arthur Kleinman proildes an excellent analytic 
framework for unde~standing the place of indigenous healing in health 
care systems; and Rosemary Taylor presents a prov~catlve argument, 
unfortunately with little supportirtg e~idence, that the popularity of 
alternative medicine ls directly linked to the patients~ dissatisfaction 
with doctor-patient relationships~ _ The articlea about ~pecific alterna-
tives tend to be more descriptive tha~ analytical. _These include a 
sympathetic over,v iew 'of chir'opractjc:. fro.m, 9- pr.ofessJ<>n,al .and pol icy' 
perspective; a de scrl pt i ve e xarri i nation::· o··f trad it i ona i Cbl 11.e se medicine·; · 
and an intelligent excursion into the potentials of psychic heal·ing.· I 
was less taken by uncritic~l discussion~ of holistic health centers in 
the U.S. and of home~pathy's principles and practices. 

These alternatives challenge. and bro~den the paradigm of medicine 
and as several authors note, frdm a p61i6y pers~ectiv~ there is a real 
need .for more scientific research on these approaches to health; since 
we -know rather little about th~i~ at~racti~n oi ifficacy. (Peter Conrad, 
Sociology~ Brandeli University) · 
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CC. Sch~erenberger, R.C. &li1i12t! 2f ~tD:til Bl1Atd~:t12D• Baltimore, 
MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., 1983, 400 pp., $23.95. 

The· light of history's fl tckering lamp bas shed par·ticularly dimly 
on the many pasts of mentally retarded people. M.W. Barr's 1913 opus,
HtD1al DAfA~11XAAl IbAiC li1A1QCI~ Icta11AD110g Ica1D1DS, and the more 
contemporary works, such as Kanner's I H1A1Qt! gf 1bt ~iti 10g ~1Yd! gf

·:tbt HAD1all! Bt1,n:s1td, have·been moderately_ illuminating. And., if one 
is willing to accept that the histories ·of. mental retardation and mental 
Illness have been virtually synonymous until the last half century, a 
work·such as Foucault"s HidD!•§· iDd ~1i111Z§11QD ls lumlniscent. How-
ever., it has not been until this book that so synoptic a work has' 
brightened the shadowy forms of this somet,lmes sordid, sometimes 
touching, history. 

Like all of his predecessors, Scheerenberger is cursory in his 
exegesis of the early histort·of -erital retardation, but his dida6ticism: 
shimmers with detail from 1800 to the present. Most of this material is:· 
not unique to his book, but never has it been presented ~o completely, 
accessibly, and with such logical 'elan as it is here. This book ls., 
quite simply, the best of ·1t~ kind and indispensable reading fQr anyone 
interested in mental retardation research or the history of disability. 

Although Scheerenberger has provided this landmark In the descrip~ 
tive history of mental retardation, he has sidestepped the enormous ·· 
~hallenge a book of this qualitt evokes. Indeed Professor Scheeren-
berger belies Lord Acton's assertion that "Writers ••• have the habit of 
making history into the proof of their theories," for his book is 
without a unifying principle, w.ithout a theory. Despite some very brief: 
concluding re~irks, readers are left adrift--to interpret what this 
history means, what iti consequences.might be, and how we might avoid 
the mistakes of th~ past. He acknowledges this Nrelatively .conservative 
approach" in the "Preface", attributing it to 2 factors: 1) that each 
successive generation will reinterpret history according to "contempora-
ry ideology and needs;" and 2) th~t the motivat.ions of historical fi-
gures are inscrutable. He may be c6rrect. However, some readers wl~l 
be disappointed that Scheerenberger did not subject his own historical 
interpretations to the scrutiny that kln~les dlalogue--dialogue which 
might have sparked a more comprehensive theory of stigma. Had he done 
so, then this splendid book would have been ·a public, as well as an 
academic, service. (Daryl Paul Evans, Sociology, University of Kansas> 

DD. ·scheff, Thomas J. ~~lng H~ntsllI !111 §g~1glggl~sl Ib~gcI, Second 
Edition. Hawthorne, NY: Aldlne, 1984, 244 PP·~ $12.95 softcover, $24.95 
clothcover. -

How does one review a revised edition of a classic work in psychia-
tric sociology and labeling theo~y? I think tbere are 2 possibilities. 
One is to examine the historical value of the wrirk. The other is to 
look at how it has been revised to upd~te Its material. 

First published in 1966, this book established itself as a founda~ 
tlon work in the labeling theory ~f deviance and in the sociology of 
mental. heal th. Along .with Howard _Becker, Edwin Schur., and Edwin Lemert, 
Scheff has been a core theorist 6f .the labeling/societal reaction ap-
proach which has contributed much to research in deviance and social 
problems~ Despite many crlticisms~~some valid, others not--labeling 
theory provided social sclent_ists and human service providers with a 
more sensitive understanding of "deviant" peopl~ and of their personal 
experiences. At the sam~ time, labeling theory offered up a critique of 
professionalism and institutionalization. ·Specifically applied to men-
tal illness, Scheff's work joined Goffmari's l~I!Y! and Stanton and 
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Schwart~'s Ib~ ~~Dtil lig~gitil a~ k~y attacks· tin custodialism·and pater-
nalism in psychiatric treatment. For these reasons,.there is ample -
justification for a new edition by 'whi9h'·rno~e-'people· ca!\. ~tu,dy the · 
original work~ Scheff has; by the way,·essentially kept the original 
version intact. 

Thi~ brings us to the second tadk of such a review--the signifi-
cance of the revised material. As Schur did in his 1980 Ibt f~l!t!g§ 2f 
D~x!~ngt, Scheff's restatement o( the 1980s provides a perspective which 
integrates conflict theory with societal reaction. This import~nt syn-
thesis advances the original perspective ·and counters oft-heard claims 
that labeling theory is·pure relativl$m and subjectivism, ungrounded in 
any materialisi framework. Scheff's ~evision_consists largely of arti-
cles written since the first edition and appropriately ievised. The$e 7 
chapters are well chosen and fit together without making the book look 
like an edited collection. An orlginal chapter on social control is 
integrated in the beginning in order to 'sol i.dify the theore·tical base~ 
The latter chapters include some of Scheff's widely-read and oft-cited 
pieces, such as "Users and Nonusets of a Student Psychiatric Clinic.• 

-But this is also an opportunity for ·scheff's less well-kno·wn work to 
gain ~ore circ~lation. Of pa~ti6ular import~nce· is ·Negotiating Reali-
ty," an exceptional analysis of a trans6rlpt which deals with how thera-
pist and client negotiate about the definltlon of the ~roblem-. In other 
new sections, the reader can judg~ Schefi's well-reasone~ responses to 
published crltlques of labeling theQrf. There ls also a· valuable 6hap-
ter on ~Medical Dominance: Psychoactive Drugs ·and Mental He~lth Policy.• 

Taken together, the historical importance and current value of 
~~log H~ntsllI ll! are complementary facets of Scheff's contribution to 
deviance and to ·psychiatric sociology, cind make the ·well-used classic.. 
once agaln an important addltlon-~o the b6okshelf. (Phil· BrownJ·Btown 
Universi'ty and Harvard Medical School) · 

E~. Shimkin, D.B. ~nd P. Golde '(Edi.>~ ~l!n!g~l An!br2g2!2g11·An Hti 
A~gr2-gb !2'Amtrlg~n li~~l!b er2bl~m§Z. Lanham, MO:.Uriiverslty Press of 
Ame~ica,. 1~83, 480 pp., t18.75. · · _ _ · · -_ 

This paperback ·volume is the summary report of a 3~~ay Planfiing 
Conference on Documentation ln Clinical. Anthropology held at the Univer-
sity of Illinois-Urbana in July of 1980. The papers, a dombination of 
transcripts of the.presentations and pieces written especially fQr the 
book to introduce and summarize their major findings and conclusions, 
has 2 major purposes: 1) to infor~ those in anthropology and health 
disciplines abdut the nature, potentials, and limitations of c1·1nical 
Anthropology; and 2) to expand the literature on the interfaces amorig 
the social science$, humanitie~, and medicine. ·It contains a wide range 
of articles--from thought pieces ori individual careers ln Clinical · 
Anthropology to statements by cl inlcians. about appropriate and· useful 
roles for anthropologists in health care tQ reports on specific programs 
arid research. The papers are organized. into 6 major sections and a· 
bibliographic appendlx. · Parts I and JV ~re by he~lth professionals who 
comment on the role of Clinical Anthropologists as models for way~ to 
involve anthropologists ln ~linical settin~s. Part III reports on a 
long-term, large-scale community health inter~entiori designed to address· 
hypertension in :rural Mississippi. ~ar't· V looks· at 1ssues of evaluatlot:1 
and documentation of the impact ·.of: anthr0p6logy i_-n ·cl in ical.···contexts-.~ 
Part VI is the editor's a~se~sment of where Clinical Anthropology has 
been and where it is going. ·- · 

Ov~rall, the book serves ~s a·u~eful refer~nce, and individual 
papers would be_ of valu~ in courses on social science or in health 
science programs. Of particular interest to ih6se in· the areai of 
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chronic disease and disability are the series of papers collected in 
Part I I I .and the paper by Borman on · se 1 f.-he 1 p grou.ps. The papers on the: 
Holmes County hypertensi6n project provides an excell~nt model fo~ the , 
development of a community-based researqh and intervention project for a: 
chronic illness. The Borman paper challenges social scientists t~ . ' 
assist in the de~elopment of self-help groups·and to study arid partici-
pate in th~ reframing of the meaning and impact of various illnes~ 
problems on people's lives. (Peter Guarnaccia, Soelal Medicine ~nd 
Health Policy, Harvard Medical School) · 

FF.· Spe~tor, Rachel E. ~Yl1YC~l C1X~t~11I in H~sl1b all~ 111~~§~~- 2nd 
Edition. Norwalk, CT: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1985, 324 pp., $18.95~ 

The potential readership for this ·volume would be undergraduates in: 
one of the fields of health care and welfare delivery or Instructors· 
with a limited amount of prof~ssional expertise. The ov~rall intention 
to hlghllgbt the shortcomings of health care delivery in this country ls' 
only partially fulfilled. The emphasis is on .acute morbidity conditions: 
and some discussion of chrohic dleases, such as arthritis and rheuma- · 
tism. Management of disabilities is never discussed. Differential 
perception of p9-in~ as elaborated .bY ·Zborowskt,. ls omitted... Par~on.'s 
sick role, without more recent.challenges of that co·ncept,. ·is·f:ree~y 
applied. Published f indlngs reported by medical sociologists and. an-
thropologists should replace the fre~uent reference to masters and 
doctoral ·dissertations, arid personal communications, includl~g ~t~te~ 
ments made. by students during class sessions. Listing of tr~atmenti for· 
specified conditions, as practiced by different ethnic and racial · 
groups, would be more meaningful if the. substantial overlap among these 
groups as well as with •scientific medicine" would be hlghllghted~ 
Suggestions, such as bed rest for morbidity conditions or exercise for 
.health maintenance, have a transcultural application. The large amount 
of repetition is distracting. A seriou& omission ls the analysis of 
attitudinal differences between cohorts within each ethnic grouping. On· 
the positive si~e, I found the chapter on Asian~American Community. rich 
in relevant information. A third edition might rectify some of the· · 
shortcomings and appeal to a wider readership, including the study ot 
chronic diseases and disabllltte·s~ (Ilse· Vol inn, Physfologtcal Nursing, 
Univ. of Washington> 

GG. Ste in, .Leonard I • and Mary Ann Test ( Ed-s. > .. & IJG.~s9G. .52f l:iX12tCJ.tll"G. •. 
San Francis6o: Jossey-Bass Ihc., Publishers,· 1985, $9.95 _softco~er. · 

In the early 197O's progres~ive mental health professionals, ex-
perimenting with improved inpatient techniques for helping psychotic_ 
patients at the Mendota State Hospital in Wisconsin, noticed that im-
provements gained in the hos~ital setting often deteriorated when a 
person was discharged to the community .. Wisely, these p~ofessionals 
looked at the needs of the patients ln the community setting and ob-
served their vulnerabilities in social skills, social support,.and 
vocational capacities. Out of ·this. came the Training in Community 
Living CTCL> model to compensate for theie vuln~rabilities by providing 

· the support and skills needed. The model was adapted to pre~ent inpa-
tient plac.ement, to place individuals doing poorly on the inpatient 
unit, and, more recently, to treat young, long-term schizophrenic indi-
viduals. Stein and Test discuss recent experiences with this model, 
dissemination results, some research findings; impact on st~te policy, 
and some emerging issues. Host of the empirical material deals with 
programs in Wisconsin. Their book will update those familiar with TCL 
and inform those who are not. 

Two chapter~ deserve particular consideration. The chaptet dealing, 
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with an ecbnomlc analysis of community treatment of.mentally 111 persons
quietly notes that while commutiity programs may not be cheaper, they· are 
no.more expensive than 1-nstltutio.n:s. It errs in ·calling for reallo-
cating of institutional ftinds to the community rather than just more 
funds. The chapter on ethical problems in community treatment is a 
needed addition to- the literature. While the discussion ls brief, the 3 
issue$ considered are important: Coerci'on, Confidentiality, and Whose 
Agent ls the Tr~atment Team. These issues have applicability to dis-
abled populations other than the menally ill. (James J. Callahan, Jr., 
Director, Mental Health Training Program·, Heller School, Brandeis Univ.> 

. ' . . 

HH~ Taylor,·Lewis S. H~n~~ggt ~f et1I~tt §tgtgr Btb~~111t~t1gn. New 
York: Sp~ing•r Publishing Co., 272 pp., $32.95. 

This book serve as a guide to those providers of for-profit rehabi-
litation services who receive p~yment primarily from insurance companies 
and self-lnsur~d businesses. This entrepreneurlal __ sector of rehabilita-
tion h~s grown explosively since the mid:197O's. The first 2 chapters 
suggest how this for-profit arm of rehabilitation differs from its Qlder 

· public and non~profit counterparts and yet ~ow all three service sectors 
can work together. One barrier which remains, however, ls that ptibllc 
rehabilitation ageQcies recognize the large m~rket poteritial of insur-
~nce-based rehablllation and a~e eager to compete with th• for-profits 
to get their share of .the pie. 

Many.of the _remaining chapters provide suggestions for managing a 
rehabilitation business or providing a particular for-profit servlc~. 
The chapters, however, are not organized to reflect these· purposes. · 
There ls an excellent overview on how working with insurance compan'les 
can be a complicated.matter..Also the ov~rview of the characteristics 
of the types of clients served by private-sector rehabllltatiofi ls 
sensitively done, although necessarily brief. A chapter on ethics is 
also a wel~ome addition and does a good job of linking private rebabill-
tation to the body of philosophical and ethical thought developed by.the 
field of ~ehabllitation in the past. Other chapters describe h6w reha-
bilitation professionals work in corporate environments and how private 
sector professionals are trained. 

The 3 chapters which provide an overview of how:to start and mariage 
a rehabilitation business seem somewhat out of context as they concern 
primarily the entrepreneur rather than the practitioner. The remaining. 
chapters, however, focus on types of services that are p~obably more 
unique to private sector practitioners: expert-witness testimony, or-
ganizational consulting, and computer applications consulting. The 
chapter on organizational consulting ls very thorough and links a great 
deal of literature from other f.lelds to the rehabilitation experience. 
The- othe-r 2 chapters have the weakness common to many other chapters in 
the book in that they ref-iect the experiences of only the authors, thus 
not giving much assurance that the state of the art is represented. All 
in all, the •essage of this handbook ls timely .. N6 .one·can discount 
that many people with disabii'ities are served by the private sector and 
their special requiriments need to be ~ddressed by the rehabilitation 
communiti. (David Vandergoot, Human Resources Center, Albertson, New 
York) · · 

I I. The Febru·ary 1984 l ssue of tlti !n:ttr:nst!·Qnsli§t magaz 1ne ls devoted 
to "The Treatment of Mental Illness.· Articles include uses and abuses 
of psychiatry ln the East and We~t, merital illness statistics, varlo~s 
accounts of uses and abuses.of pfescribed drugs, mental health practice. 
in India and China, and a ·consumer's ·guide to therapy. Contact: tlt:ti 
!n~~tn2tiS2Usl12t, 42 Hythe Bridge St.~ Oxford, OXl 2EP, U.K. 
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JJ. West, Candace. BgY11nt Cgmg!1~~112ll§l Icgy~!!§ 111b Iil~ Btl!!!ll 
DQ~1QC~ •ng fa11~D1~· Bloomington: Indl~na University Press, 1984, 199 
pp., $27.50. 

West uses methods developed by Conversational Analysts to examine 
physician-patient communications. Working· with detailed transcripts of· 
medical interviews, she explores turn-taking between phy~iclans and 
patients, the ·phenomena of Interruption, questioning practides, mis- . 
hearings, misunderstandings, and laughter and other signs of sociability 
in medical encounters. For those who have never seen the exacttng ,· 
details of these methods, this work is a wonderful introduction. West 
explicates important features of her approach-~t the beginning of each 
chapter and then examines the phenomena i~ th, transcripts. Talk looks 

1l l ke this: , ; I 

Physician: Duh yuh ha:ve any·nyim~ness 'r 11lngling? 
Patient: This- ha::n' stays numb all a ti:me. 

_This exchange ls at once a question-answer sequence and an exchange of 
turns. The- exchange of turns ls carried in the question •. 

West finds, and perhaps no one will be surprised, that physicians 
systematically interrupt patients (but women physicians are more often · 
interrupted by patients th.an men), that physicians pervasivel.y ask 
questions (91% of the questions asked in these transcripts were -by 
physicians>, that physicians do not answer patient g~estions, tha.t 
checks on understanding are common for both physicians and patients, 
that important aspects of treatment are negotiated ·on the most elusive 
agreements <Doctor: Whudda yuh say(.> Patient: MM: 't's okay:>, and 
that there are few signs of sociability in medical encounters. She also 
explains- why such in 211~ investigations are important. Three chapters· 
focus on traditional methods 6f investigating medical communications aqd 
why they cannot provide the kind of understanding required to alter 
physician-patient encounters. 

Like all- conversatlonal1sts, physician and patients must figure out 
how to open an exchange, how to keep it going, and how to end it. ~ut 
there ls still more t~ do. Physician and patients must figure out how 
to give and receive appropriate care for medical problems while con-
versing. "Interviews" are not just exchanges of information; they are 
the work of doctoring. Thus far our methods of ~nalysis are more so-· 
phlstlcated than our solutions to the problem of the power of physicians 
to control information about our health care. <Marianne A. Paget, 
Sociology, Brandeis University) 

KK. Willer, -Barry and James Intagliata. fcgml§t§ ang Btsl111t§ i2C:, 
HtntsllI B~lscg~g ~111itn2l ~it~ in tbt C2mmYn11I· ~altimore, MD: 
Universlty Park Press, 1984, 224 pp., $18.00. 

fcgmi~~~ an~ B~~l1t1~~ discusses the experienbes of me~tally re-
tarded people who have been ndeiristitutlonalized• into comm~nity~based . 
residential care. It is based on.extensive research conducted on dein~ 
stltutionalization, most specificallt by the authors.in NY.State. A 
lengthy historical perspective gives the reader insight into the change; 
in focus and direction in providing services to mentally retarded per-
sons. Community bas~d options, including return to the natural femllY, r 
family 6are homes~ gro9p_homes, nursing homes, board and care facilit~is 
and intermediate care facllitl~s, leave the reader aware that none of · 
these alternatives is ideal. The authors address the benefits of dein-
stltutionallzation as well as its unintended effects and: provide a 
scenario for the future. This last chapter on·possibillties for resi~ 
dential service planning, provision, and politicization in the next 30. 
years ls most_excitlng and thought-provoking; Intended for policymakers'. 
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and students in policy analysis as well as professionals in the field of. 
mental retardation, the book ls extremely thorough and at times redun-
dant. The emphasis on research conducted in NY State presents a picture 
which does not easily generalize to other states and t~eir communltie~; 
however, there is something to be gained for those of us who have a 
vested interest in the population and who ~ay, at some level, have a 
hand in planning for the future. (Marla Kappen Chalnick, Center for 
Human Development, Charlotte, NC) 

LL. Zeigenfuss, James T. Jr •. fst1tnt~~·B1gbt~ sn9 Ct9sD1Zst1gnsl ~g=
~tl§l §gg1gtisbn1ssl §x§ttm~ Bt~tst~b 2n Hintsl Ht~ltb fcgscsm§. 
Washington DC: University Press of America, 1983, $29.95. 

Zelgenfuss begins with the premise that patients' rights should be· 
taken seriously and that they are capable of being integrated into the 
routine functioning of the ther~peutic community model of ment~l health 
care. Indeed, the author ~rgues, the therapeutic communtty CTC> model 
ln itself incorporates such rights. In this book, Zeigenfuss fails to 
show adequately through his methods that this is the case, though he 
convinces us on the logical, lntultlve level. When I say he falls, I 
mean that survey analysis shows no differences in patients' rights 
ideology based either on staff's degree of psychosocial treatment be~ 
liefs or on the treatment unit (medical model or TC model)~ And in 
another sense, too, he falls, since while he sho~s resource and staff 
differences on both typ~s of uhits, he shows no data fot actual provi-
sion of patients' rights. This ls not unlike much research in the area, 
since it is difficult to measure patients' rights outcomes. . 

·But Zeigenfuss has a larger project than merely some comparisons of 
survey or evaluation data.. He attempts to engage in a •3 Phase Organi-
zation and Environment Analysls Method" which· synthesizes ln a multile-
vel fashion the following: case-incidents analysis, comparative systems 
analysis, and survey analysis. The multiple levels of study are lni~ 
tially appealing, since they promise~ broader approach than we usually 
see in th-ls field. But the comprehensiveness of the analysis (which ts· 
spelled out in sometimes painful detail) ls also its flaw~ since there 
are just too many issues and data to deal with. The author himself 
writes that the method is impractical due to its scope and to the 
difficulties ol managing the research project. 

But clinicians, administrators, and evaluators could learn much 
from the book, especially· if they selectively take from its manifold 
forms of measurement and analysis. Further, the author firmly supports 
~atients' rights and takes as· his rights program the platfbrm of a · 
mental patients' rights group rather than the President's Commission on 
Mental Health or some other professi-onal source. · Zeigenfuss sincerely 
models his work on positive implementation of rights. For the scholar of 
patients' rights, the book··is only somewhat useful.· Much important 
literature ls not covered, despite the frequently ponderous selections 
of literature reviews which are sprinkled throughout. 

Although the ideal therapeutic community might prove an excellent· 
vehicle for patients' rights, and althoug~ Maxwell Jones himself aided 
the project and wrote an Introduction, Zeigenfuss pays too little atten-
tion to the widespread cooptatlon of the TC concept. Stylistically, 
this book is t~oublesom~. The writing style is bulky. Some chapters 
are unrevised articles that ·repeat othef mate~ial and .sometimes even 
have 1n the text statements about "this art·icle... A number of ref-
erences cited in the text fall to show up in the reference section. 
(Phil Brown, Brown University and Harvard Medical School) 
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CLASSICS RBVISITID 

Reflect lol).s on··. Ibl UIDlil tl2AD1tll 
by Morris S. Schwartz, Sociology, Brandeis University 

Ibl Htn!sl·Hg§g!!sl, authored by Alfred H. Stanton and myself, was, 
published in 1954 by Basic Bookso At the time of its publication and . 
for some 15-20 years afterwards, it was widely read by mental illness-· 
health practitioners. It'became a standard text for psychiatrists in 
training and was used by social scientists doing .research in mental· , 
hospitals. Our approach, observing the effect of institutional organ!-; 
zation and ~ard social processes on the emotional life and behavior of 
the hospitalized person, constituted a new way of examining the mental 

· hospital as a social system. · Our work stirred hopefulness about the · 
possibility of transforming- the mental hospital from a storage bin and 
illness-maintaining-and-producing institution to a therapeutic instru-
ment--an environment in which those with mental disabilities could 
improve and be he~led. . 

During the period 1954-1974, our findings and the widespread psy-
chiatric interest they stimulated, contributed to collaboratJon between: 
psychiatrists and social scientists in some major universities and in . 
some important ·mental hospitals--private and public. The me~tal hospi-
tal was viewed ·as a desirable site for testing the therapeutic effec-
tiveness of vartous experimental designs ·in social structure; for ap--
plying social science knowledge, conc&pts and techniques in the h6spi-
tal; and for understanding interventions.based on social and psychiatric 
theory about conditions for the improvement of hospitalized mentally · 
disabled people. The most actlv~ collaborations and widespread inter-
ventions were undertaken.to creite therapeutic milieus. As origina1·1y . 
conceived, the task was to try to understand in depth the institution as 
a social syste~, identifying the extensive, complei, and ~atterned 
procedures, processes and interactions that constituted that system ari4 
affected the inmates emot i anal, psychi.c, and social life.· Intervent 1ons 
were to be based on systematic investigation, and continuing research 
was to be the guide ·in pursuing subseqfient iriterveritions. Unfortunate-. 

01ly, the concept of. the "therapeutic mllieu was too often trivialized . 
and simplified. A mental h6spltal situation in which staff apd patient~ 
discussed ward and patient problems on a regular basis was proclaimed a~ 
therapeutic milieuG Little change w~s effected in role definitions, 
power relations, or the way patients actually lived their lives wlthip 
the hospital. And, it seemed to me that, in general, the _psychiatric 
profession never ftilly understood that detailed obser~atlon, systematic 
conceptualization of the data gathered, and persistent study of social 
structur~s and interventions are required to create a social system that 
will have therapeutic effects for different kinds of mentally disabled . 
persons. 

Just as there·ar~ fashions in clotbing, thet~ are fashions in ·what' 
is considered desirable in the care and tr~atment of hospitllized men-
tally disabled individualso Thus, in the middle 70 1 s, two interrelated: 
modes for .deal lng wt th perso'ns hospl tal ized in mental inst 1tut ions began 
to dominate the scene: the use of drugs to reduce anxiety and patholo- : 
giqal symptomatology and deinstitutlonallzation, the emptying of the 
mental hospitals as hospitalized persons showed they were able to main-
tain a minimal level of social functioning on the outside& There was a 
simultaneous reduction in funds availabi'e for socio-psychiatric research 
and experimentation in the mental hospital, as most, if not all, support 
was allocated to biochemical and biological r·esearch., There was a 
concomltant loss of interest in the mental h~spltal as a site for the 
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collaboration of social scientlsts and psychiatrists. As some drugs
demonstrated effectiveness as ame_liorating agents, mental hospitals felt 
more and more. confident th.at they could discharge greater., numbers o·f 
ihmates. The medical model,-in both theory and practic~, exercised 
increasing dominatio.n and control over diagnosis, care, treatment," dis-
charge, and rehabilitation of hospitalized mentally disabled persons. 
This meant that mental disability was and continues to be seen as pre-
dominantly an illness whose causes will be found in the biology of the 
lndlvidu~l and whose treatment, alleviation, or cure will be found in 
biomedical procedures. By thus reasserting its exclusive proprietary 
rights in the mental hospital, the medical profession, with the strong 
support of the federal government and private foundations~ put virtually
all of its •eggs• in the bioche~lcal basket. 

Incidentally, this turnabout during the 1970's reflected itself in 
the use of Ibl HlDl~l Hg~g11~1· Its sales plummeted so that it was out 
of print in the early 80's, and it_ never appeared in a paperback edi-
tion. It has just recently been re-issued with very meager sales. 

Now _in the middle 80's another shift is occurring•. Much dissa-
tisfaction ls· being expressed -1th ·the mental patients turned loose in 
our cities.• M~ntal health workers, public officials, and some of the 
public are complaining that the streets of our urban areas,. the rooming 
houses, the subways~ park'benches, and flop houses have become ~ubsti-
tutes for the menta_l hospital·._ They explain that ex-patients are not 
much better than they were previously and cannot maintain a viable · 
existence on the outside. By expresilng their distress in public places
and violating the norms in conspicuous ways, they are se~n as doing ·· 
the-selves harm as well as disrupting the lives of others. As a conse-
quence, deinstitutionalization is being re-evaluated, and psychiatrists 
are ponsideririg readmitting very disturbed individuals and retaining 
them for longer periods. But, with the emphasis on drugs as the curative 
agent and ·the.problem conceptualized as a medical one~ it is unlikely 
that the resources needed--in money, collaborative efforts, time, ener-
gy, research, personnel, and long-term experimentation--will be allo-
cated to disco~er ways of ~aklng these institutions truly therap~utlc 
environments that generate genu lne healing proces-ses. 

As-a sociologist, it is incumbent on ~e to point ~ut that there may 
be more than meets the .eye when we are asked to define the dysfunction 
of inmates in the mental hospital as a "medical disorder• whose allevia-
tion and cure will be resolved by a "biochem-ical" ·solution. Socio-
psychologlpal,'dimerisio.ns of the pro.elem of "mental Illness· and its 
treatment are 'ignored when medical assumptions prevail as the sole 
explanatory model. Emotional disturbance also has its roots in inter-. 
personal, familial, and community relations. By excluding these, the 
medical model relieves the society of the. responsibi 1 i ty for identifying 
how social structures at various levels and ·forms of complexi.ty may
contribute to and exacerbate "mental lllness." · By maintaining the 
ideological position that "illness" ls. only "in" the individual and that 
the madness· is not also in social ~tructures,-we bmit ah important 
sour~e of the-problem and, thereby, lfmit the·posslbillty of its even-
tual solution. 

A. The Nati~nal Association of Mental Health Information Officers 
CNAMHIO) is a national professional organlzation of mental health ·infor-
mation officers and education and community relations professionals. It 
provides a newsletter; regional ~nd national semin~rs and conferences; 
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an awards prog~am; and a network of professionals worklhg_ln mental 
· health~ mental ·retardation, developmental disabilities, and alcohol a~d 

1drug abuse. It shared with AADC the goals of developing effective media
relatons and increasing public awarenss. Contact: Ed Long, Jr.~ Direc-

· 

-t;or·, Div. of Communications and Educa.tion, National ·Institute c:if Mental 
Health,' Rockville, MD 20857. 

B. The Clinical Soc·lology Association, a professional or·ganization of 
clinical and applied sociologists, has changed its tiame to the Sociolo~_-· 
gical Practice Association. It will continue to certify clinical :soci-
olog.ists and publish its annual journal, the ~11n!g~l ~2~!2l2gx Bt!l~K· f 

' . 
C. The Center for Rehab.ilitation Resea~ch and Training in Mental l 
Health has available a catalogue of their publications and viedotapes 
t~at lists·materials written by their staff in_the ar~as of! Psychiatric-
R~habilitation Approach, Psychiatric Assessment and Intervention, · 
Tialning of Psychiatric Rehabilitatiofi Practitioners, Research _and 
Ev;aluation, and Community Support Systems. Write: Publications 
t~ordinator, RT Center, 1019 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215. 

D. Founded in 1974, the Inter-University Research Group in Ethnopsy-
chlatry and Hedlcal Anthropology (GIRAHE) includes teachers and_re-
searchers from 4 universities--McGill, Universite de Montreal, Univer-
site du Quebec a Montreal. and Universite Laval--ln the discipline~ of 

.Anthropology, Medicine, Nursing, Psychi~try, Psychology, and Sociology. , 
- Its objectives are to promote, coordinate, and disseminate research and: 
teaching concerning health in relation to sociocultural factors. GIRAME: 
has its own data bank in order to document the ~ppropriate research.and 
publishes a newsletter, ·sante/Culture/Health", 3 x a year (in French or. 
English), providing information. on research, scientific m·eetings, publl-: 
cations, etc. Contact: _Case postal~ 6128, succursale-A; Moritreal, 
Quebec, H3C 3J7, C_anada. · · 

E~ The ~gyrn~l gf i21Ynt~rx ~gt12n E~§t~rgb plans a spffcia1· issue 
Fall 19S7 on "homele~sness", gu~st edited by Ann A. Abbott, at a cost of! 
$10/single copy ($35/year subscription). It_will .include 7-8 research· 

·articles ·addressing various aspects of voluntary non~profit secto~ ap-
-------·:_proaches to dealing with the problem of homelessness. Examples include C 

:provision of health care, the special needs of physically disabled 
homeless people, and problems unique to unemployed homeless youth. 
Contact: Dr. Jon VanTil, Editor, ~gycn~l· gf i21Ynt~rx &gt!2n B~~~~cgb, 

_____ 0,ep~. of Urban Studies, Rutgers University, Camden, NJ 08102. 

F. In 241 pages, the Qic~gtgcx gf B~gc~s112n B~~QYt~ft§ fgc 1b~ Hang!= 
· ~agg~~, revised edition, edited by Mickey A. Christiason, off~rs a 153-: 

page· section on 135 agencies that provide actual programs arid services, 
listing speciflc information and 86 additional agency sourcesi a 13-p~ge· 

·section on 141 local, state, national and international organizailons 
concerned with handicapped people, especially with_regird to accessibi- \ 
lity, recreation spoits, travel, etc.; and a 59-page section of 11 · 
specific categories on 824 general resource information_sources on all· 
aspects of recreation and the us~ of leisure for persons with,physi6ally 
handicapping conditions (arts & crafts, assist i ve de v lees,' access lb 11 i-
ty, sports, travel, camping, etc.) Cost: $19.95 ($2 discount to handi-
capped persons> plus $2 mail.Ing. Contact: Hickey A. Christiason, 11066 
Gonsalves Pl ace,· Cerritos, CA 90701. · 
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